Georgia Grade 3
Writing Assessment
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1. Introductions: Briefly introduce yourself and ask participants to introduce
themselves, including their school and grade taught (if the group is not too
large).
2. Explain purpose of program:
•

To introduce the new Georgia Grade 3 Writing Assessment

•

To deepen understanding of the scoring standards and rubrics for grade 3
writing by applying them to actual student papers

3. Explain that these materials are available for download on the Georgia
Department of Education Website and can be downloaded as a whole or in
smaller sections.
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1. During a Power Point slideshow, clicking on the blue hyperlinks takes the
presenter to another section without scrolling through all the intervening slides.
2. The first slide in each section also has hyperlinks to slides within that part.
3. To return to the Table of Contents, press the “home” key on your keyboard and
page down one slide.
4. For the full day workshop, the presenter may give an overview of the entire
presentation using the titles given in the Table of Contents.
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Part I: Introduction
1. Why is the writing assessment for Grade Three
changing?
2. The Test Development Process 2005-2007
3. Grade 3 Core Development Team
4. About the Test Document Released
5. Grade 3 Advisory Committee
6. Collection of Grade 3 Writing Samples
7. Benchmarking
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1. The introductory slides explain the steps of the test development process.
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Why is the writing assessment for Grade 3
changing?
•

When the Quality Core Curriculum was replaced by the Georgia
Performance Standards, it became necessary to review all the statewide
assessments in order to align them with the new performance standards.

•

In March 2005, Georgia Department of Education (GaDOE) held focus
groups with educators from around the state to discuss what they
liked/disliked in the current writing assessment program. Educators made
recommendations about all aspects of the current assessment. One of the
recommendations was more consistency in the writing assessments across
grades 3, 5, 8, and 11.

•

Teachers from every part of the state came together to develop the scoring
rubrics, the writing topics, the administration conditions, and the
performance levels for the new assessment based on the Georgia
Performance Standards.
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1. The statewide writing assessments for grades 5, 8, and 11 are also being
realigned to the new Georgia Performance Standards.
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Test Development Process: 2005-07
Focus Groups

Core Development
Team

Advisory Committee

(Rubric Development)

Statewide
Teacher Training

Benchmarking/
Standard Setting

(Plan to collect
Writing Samples)

Collection of
Writing Samples

New Grade 3 Writing Assessment (2007)

Introduction: Test Development
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1. The test development process has multiple phases. Each phase involved a
committee of third grade teachers from around the state.
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Grade 3 Core Development Team
•
•
•
•

Convened in September 2005
Primary responsibilities:
Review of current Grade 3 Writing Assessment
Alignment with the Georgia Performance Standards
– Analysis of GPS standards and elements in writing
– Development of structure/guidance for new Grade 3
assessments
– Genres/Types of writing: Informational, Persuasive, Narrative,
and Response to Literature

• Draft of new Grade 3 Scoring Rubrics to include
– Analytic scoring: four domains
– Low, middle, high descriptions
– Separate rubric for each genre
Introduction: Test Development
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1. Superintendents across the state nominated teachers for both a Grade 3 Core
Development Team and an Advisory Committee.
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“About the Test” Document Released
• Released November 2005
• Information about changes to the assessment
– Analytic rather than holistic scoring
– Description of genres: informational, persuasive,
narrative, response to literature
– Description of the scoring system:
• New domains: Ideas, Organization, Style,
Conventions
– Sample informational topics
– Sample persuasive topics
– Sample narrative topics
– Sample response to literature topics
Introduction: Test Development
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1. The “About the Test” document has been incorporated into this guide.
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Grade 3 Advisory Committee
• Convened in January, 2006
• Provided additional feedback to GaDOE about decisions
made by Core Development Team
– Genres, Rubrics

• Drafted the “Grade 3 About the Test” document
• Recommended scoring each paper rather than a
portfolio as a whole
• Developed a plan to collect writing samples to use at
benchmarking
• Created writing topics/lessons for each genre
–
–
–
–

Informational
Persuasive
Narrative
Response to Literature
Introduction: Test Development
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1.The Grade 3 Advisory Committee was composed of elementary teachers
nominated by superintendents around the state.
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Collection of Grade 3 Writing Samples
• Four school systems participated
• Samples for this guide were collected from six
different classes
• Over 100 writing samples per genre were
collected to use at Benchmarking
• Student names and identifying information were
removed from the papers prior to benchmarking

Introduction: Test Development
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1. The writing topics used to collect writing samples are included in this guide.
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Benchmarking/Standard Setting
• April 2006
• Finalized Scoring Rubrics
– 3 performance levels per domain
• Does not meet the standard
• Meets the standard
• Exceeds the standard

– Revised performance level descriptions
• Scoring decisions for each domain: Ideas, Organization,
Style, Conventions
• Scored informational, persuasive, narrative, and
response to literature papers
• Papers to be used as Model Papers for Teacher Training
Introduction: Test Development
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1. A domain is a quality or aspect of writing (e.g., Ideas. Organization, Style,
Conventions).
2. The Grade 3 Benchmarking Committee determined how to apply the new rubric
to student writing samples that were collected according to the procedures
developed by the advisory committee.
3. These papers became the model and practice papers used in this presentation.
4. This ends Part One. Ask participants if they have questions about the test
development process for the new Georgia Grade 3 Writing Assessment. (Refer
policy questions, such as accommodations for special education, to the Georgia
Department of Education.)
5. Allow 5-10 minutes for discussion before moving on to the next section.
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Part II. Major Changes to the
Grade 3 Writing Assessment
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Types of Writing
Comparing the Types of Writing
Assessment Samples
Analytic Scoring
Rubrics
Performance Levels
Sample Teacher Report Form
Sample Student Writing Record
GPS Alignment
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1. Preparation for the new Grade 3 Writing Assessment should begin at the
beginning of the school year. All grade 3 teachers should be made aware of
these changes in order to incorporate the types of writing into their instructional
planning.
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Types of Writing
Previous Grade 3
Writing Assessment
• Response to QCC
Content Area Information
• Imaginative Story
• Personal Narrative
• Response to Literature

NEW Grade 3 Writing
Assessment
•
•
•
•

Informational
Persuasive
Narrative
Response to Literature
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1. For more information about each of the types of writing, see the corresponding
sections of this presentation:
•

Part V. Informational Writing

•

Part VI. Persuasive Writing

•

Part VII. Narrative Writing

•

Part VIII. Response to Literature

•

Part X. Conventions

2. Emphasize in the presentation that persuasive writing is now required in grade
three. Adding a new type of writing to the grade three curriculum may
necessitate professional development for even experienced grade three
teachers.
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Comparing the Types of Writing
Demonstrating
Awareness of the
Informational Purpose

Demonstrating
Awareness of the
Persuasive Purpose

Demonstrating a
Connection to a
Text

Demonstrating
Awareness of the
Narrative Purpose

Establishes a clear
controlling idea on an
issue

Establishes a clear
position on an issue

Establishes a
position in
response to a text

Establishes a plot that
might develop and/or
contain a point of view,
setting, and conflict

Provides relevant
main ideas with
supporting details

Provides relevant
details that explain
or support the
writer’s position

Provides relevant
ideas to support
connections

Provides relevant
details that develop
plot and character

Defines any technical
terms the reader may
not know

Acknowledges other
perspectives on the
issue

Makes connections
from a text to the
self, the outside
world, or another
text

Uses a range of
strategies (flashback,
foreshadowing,
dialogue, suspense) to
develop reader interest
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1.This table shows how the writer’s ideas vary in the different types of writing.
2.There are two types of narratives in the Grade 3 Georgia Performance Standards:
imaginative stories and personal narratives based on real life experiences.
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Assessment Samples
Previous Grade 3
Writing Assessment
• Multiple samples are
collected as a portfolio.
• The portfolio as a whole
is evaluated (rather than
each individual piece of
writing).

NEW Grade 3 Writing
Assessment
• One assessment sample
is collected for each type
of writing
–
–
–
–

Informational
Persuasive
Narrative
Response to Literature

• Each paper is scored in
isolation
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1. By scoring each individual writing sample, grade 3 teachers can provide grade 4
teachers with specific diagnostic information about how the students perform in
each type of writing. This information can be used by grade four teachers for
instructional planning.
2. The overall portfolio score of the previous Grade Three Writing Assessment did
not differentiate strengths and weakness across the different types of writing or
the different scoring domains (Ideas, Organization, Style, Conventions).
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Analytic Scoring
Previous Grade 3
Writing Assessment

NEW Grade 3 Writing
Assessment

• HOLISTIC

• ANALYTIC

• Each student’s portfolio is
assigned an overall
developmental stage score.

• Each assessment sample (4
total) is scored in four
domains:

–
–
–
–
–
–

Stage 1: Emerging
Stage 2: Developing
Stage 3: Focusing
Stage 4: Experimenting
Stage 5: Engaging
Stage 6: Extending

• Teacher makes one overall
judgment about the student’s
portfolio

–
–
–
–

Ideas
Organization
Style
Conventions

• Teacher makes four scoring
decisions about each of 4
assessment samples
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1. Analytic scoring means that different aspects of a paper are scored
independently, rather than contributing to an overall score.
2. A domain is an aspect of writing.
3. Each domain itself is scored holistically. That is, all the components and
elements that make up a scoring domain are weighed together to arrive at a
domain score. The score assigned indicates the writer’s command of the
components.
4. Ideas and Organization domains correspond to “content” in the previous Grade 3
assessment.
5. Style corresponds to “personal expression.”
6. Conventions corresponds to “surface features.”
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Rubrics
•
•
•
•
•

Informational Rubrics
Persuasive Rubrics
Narrative Rubrics
Response to Literature Rubrics
Conventions Rubric (for all genres)
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1. The rubrics for the domains of Ideas, Organization, and Style are specific to
each type of writing (informational, persuasive, narrative, response to literature.)
2. There is only one Conventions rubric which covers all four types of writing.
3. Printed copies of all rubrics should be made available for each participant at the
redelivery presentation.
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Grade 3 Rubric: Top to Bottom
Genre
Domain
Components

Domain
Components

Domain
Components
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Performance Level Descriptions
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Informational Rubrics
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1. Teachers may use the rubric page as a checklist when evaluating student writing
samples. After reading the descriptions in each component, circle, check, or
highlight the description that matches the student writing sample.
2. A student may not demonstrate the same level of control of all of the
components in a scoring domain, but some level of control must be apparent in
all components in order to meet the standard.
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Persuasive Rubrics
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Narrative Rubrics
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Response to Literature Rubrics
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Conventions Rubric
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Performance Levels
Previous Grade 3
Writing Assessment
• Six point holistic
scoring scale
• A stage score of “6”
represents the
highest level of
competence.

New Grade 3 Writing
Assessment
• Three performance
levels per domain
– Does not Meet Standard
– Meets Standard
– Exceeds Standard
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1. The scoring scale is a continuum representing a range of quality. Each
performance level represents a range of competency or quality.
2. An “Exceeds the standard” paper is not perfect writing. It is simply the highest
performance level.
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Overview of Performance Levels
Degree of Competence

Does Not
Meet Standard

Meets
Standard

Exceeds
Standard

Lack of
Control

Sufficient
Control

Full
Command

(of the
elements of
the domain)

(of the
elements of
the domain)

(of the
elements of
the domain)

GREEN = The degree to which the
writer demonstrates control of the
components.
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1. Lack of control: the writer demonstrates control of the components in less than
50% of the paper.
2. Sufficient Control: The writer demonstrates control of the components in
approximately 65% (2/3) of the paper.
3. Full Command: The writer demonstrates control of the components in
approximately 80% or more of the paper.
4. Red areas indicate the percentage of the paper in which the writer does not
demonstrate control of the components.
5. The degree of control is also determined by the length of a paper. A paper may
demonstrate strengths in the components, but not contain enough instances of
those strengths to earn more than minimal competence.
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Teacher Report Form (draft)
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1.The Teacher Report Form will be released in the New Grade 3 Writing
Assessment Examiner’s Manual.
2.Use this form to submit student performance levels. Each student will receive a
rating of “Does Not Meet (N),” “Meets (M),” or “Exceeds (E)” in each of the four
domains: Ideas, Organization, Style, and Conventions.
3.Each student will receive an Ideas, Organization, Style, and Conventions score for
each genre of writing: Informational, Persuasive, Narrative, and Response to
Literature.
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Student Writing Record
Name

Ideas Org.

Style

Conv.

Date

Informational
Persuasive
Narrative
Response to Lit.
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1. This form is not required for the Grade 3 Writing Assessment, but you may find it
helpful for keeping track of each student’s assessment samples throughout the
year.
2. Keep this Writing Record with the student’s portfolio. When a student produces a
writing sample suitable as an assessment sample, record the performance level
for each domain on this form.
3. When it’s time to submit students’ performance levels for the Grade 3 Writing
Assessment (March), you may simply transfer the performance levels from each
student’s Writing Record onto the Teacher Report Form.
4. At the end of the school year, the Student Writing Record may be passed along
to each student’s fourth grade teacher.
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GPS Alignment
The Grade 3 Writing Assessment is based on the following Georgia Performance
Standards. The domains under which each standard is evaluated are listed in the “Area(s)
of the Assessment” column.

Standard
ELA3W1

Elements

Area(s) of the
Assessment

a.

Captures a reader’s interest by setting a purpose and
developing a point of view.

Ideas
Style

b.

Begins to select a focus and an organizational pattern
based on purpose, genre expectations, audience, and
length.

Ideas
Organization

c.

Writes texts of a length appropriate to address the topic
or tell the story.

Ideas

d.

Uses organizational patterns for conveying information
(e.g., chronological order, cause and effect, similarity
and difference, questions and answers)

Organization
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GPS Alignment
Standard
ELA3W1

Elements

Area(s) of the
Assessment

e.

Begins to use appropriate structures to ensure coherence (e.g.,
transition words and phrases, bullets, subheadings, numbering).

Organization

f.

Begins to use specific sensory details (e.g., strong verbs and
adjectives) to enhance descriptive effect.

g.

Begins to develop characters through action and dialogue

h.

Begins to use descriptive adjectives and verbs to communicate setting,
character, and plot.

i.

Begins to include relevant examples, facts, anecdotes, and details
appropriate to the audience.

Ideas

j.

Uses a variety of resources to research and share information on a
topic.

Ideas
(Informational)

k.

Writes a response to literature that demonstrates an understanding of
the text, formulates an opinion, and supports a judgment.

l.

Writes a persuasive piece that states a clear position.

Style

Ideas (Narrative)
Ideas & Style
(Narrative)

Ideas (Response
to Literature)
Ideas (Persuasive)
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GPS Alignment
Standard
ELA3C1

Elements
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
l.
m.

Correctly identifies and uses subject/verb agreement
and adjectives.
Identifies and uses nouns (singular, plural, possessive)
correctly.
Identifies and uses contractions correctly.
Identifies and uses personal and possessive pronouns.
Speaks and writes in complete and coherent sentences.
Identifies and uses increasingly complex sentence
structure.
Uses common rules of spelling and corrects words
using dictionaries and other resources.
Uses appropriate capitalization and punctuation (end
marks, commas, apostrophes, quotation marks).

Area(s) of the
Assessment

Conventions
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1. This ends Part Two. Ask participants if they have questions about the major
changes portion of the new Georgia Grade 3 Writing Assessment. (Refer policy
questions, such as accommodations for special education, to the Georgia
Department of Education.)
2. Allow 5-10 minutes for discussion before moving on to the next section.
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Part III: Collecting Assessment
Samples
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Planning for the Grade 3 Writing Assessment
Options for Teaching the Four Genres
Teaching the Writing Process
What is an Assessment Sample?
Cautions for Collecting Assessment Samples
Options for Collecting Assessment Samples
Choosing Writing Assignments to Generate Assessment Samples
The Informational Sample
The Persuasive Sample
The Narrative Sample
The Response to Literature Sample
Sample Writing Assignments
Preparing for the March Scoring Window
Using the Student Writing Record Throughout the School Year
Sample Student Writing Record
Using the Student Writing Record to Complete the Teacher Report Form
Teacher Report Form
Options for Scoring Grade Three Assessment Samples
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1. This section provides the Grade Three Writing Assessment Advisory
Committee’s suggestions for collecting writing samples for the new Grade 3
Writing Assessment.
2. These writing samples can then be passed on to the grade 4 teacher for
planning instruction in writing.
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Planning for the Grade 3
Writing Assessment
• Because the writing assessment at grade three
is an outgrowth of the writing instruction
program, each elementary school or system
should develop a plan at the beginning of the
school year for teaching the four genres of
writing and collecting assessment samples.
• The slides in this section provide suggestions for
teaching the genres and collecting assessment
samples.
31
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Options for Teaching the Four Genres
• There is no “correct” order for teaching the writing
genres in a school year.
• Teachers may choose to teach all four genres of writing
throughout the school year.
• Teachers may choose to teach each genre at a
particular time in the school year.
• Some school systems integrate Response to Literature
into the Reading Workshop curriculum and teach it
throughout the school year simultaneously with the other
three genres.
• The writing process should be taught throughout the
third grade year, regardless of the order in which the
genres are taught.
32
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Teaching the Writing Process
• The steps of the writing process (prewriting, drafting,
revising, editing, publishing) should be taught throughout
the year, because third graders may not have fully
learned this process and will need help applying each
stage of the process to each genre of writing.
• For each genre, teachers should model the steps of the
writing process, providing assistance and conferencing
at each step.
• Writing samples produced with the teacher’s assistance
are appropriate for instruction, but should not be used
as assessment samples.
33
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What is an Assessment Sample?
•

The assessment sample is the piece of writing that the teacher
selects for the Grade 3 Writing Assessment. Teachers must select
one assessment sample per genre for each student.

•

Assessment samples should demonstrate what the student has
learned to apply, independently, about the writing process.

•

During the course of effective instruction, the teacher may provide
guidance and feedback that the students copy into their writing as
they are learning to edit and revise. This type of assistance, while
appropriate for instruction in the writing process, is not appropriate
for collecting assessment samples as it would not demonstrate
writing the student is capable of producing independently.

•

Because the writing performance levels for each grade 3 student
will be passed on to the grade 4 teacher for instructional planning, it
is essential that the assessment samples reflect what students can
do independently.
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Cautions for Collecting Assessment Samples
•
•
•

Samples that consist of short-answer
responses may lead teachers to underestimate
students’ abilities to write independently.
Samples that incorporate someone else’s
ideas would overestimate students’ abilities to
write independently.
Teacher-corrected samples may be used for
the Grade 3 Writing Assessment if it is clear
what the student wrote without assistance.
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Options for Collecting Assessment Samples
• After each genre unit (in which students practice
the steps in the writing process) is completed,
the teacher gives a writing assignment for the
purpose of collecting the assessment sample.
• Using a writing topic is an option for collecting
assessment samples, but any classroom
assignment that allows each student to
demonstrate understanding of the writing
process in that genre is appropriate.
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1. These options from the Grade 3 Advisory Committee are merely suggestions.
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Choosing Writing Assignments to Generate
Assessment Samples
• The writing assignment should generate samples that
are appropriate to the genre of writing and require
students to produce complete pieces of original work.
– Complete pieces of writing have a beginning, middle, and end.

• Topics for writing samples in all genres may come from
any of the following:
– Teacher generated lists
– Class generated lists
– Professional literature resources
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The Informational Sample
• Writing Assignments may be related to all content areas specified in
the Grade 3 GPS and may be produced during content area
instruction.
• Writing assignments may be related to any type of non-fiction writing
whose purpose is to inform or explain a topic to a reader.
• Students should incorporate information from resources (books, online sources, etc.) without copying the information verbatim.
• Paraphrasing information and using technical vocabulary from
source material is appropriate for the informational assessment
sample.
– For example, the informational samples collected for this guide on the
topic of minerals may use technical vocabulary such as igneous,
metamorphic, or sedimentary rocks.
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1. “Use of Resources” is a component of the Grade 3 Informational Writing Scoring
Rubric.
2. Before producing assessment samples for informational writing, grade 3
students should receive training in the use of source materials such as
dictionaries, encyclopedias, non-fiction books, websites, magazines, atlases,
etc.
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The Persuasive Sample
• The writing assignment should direct students to
take a position on an issue or topic that they are
familiar with.
• The assignment may occur after the class has
researched the issue or read related texts.
• The assignment may be part of a lesson on the
issue in a particular content area.
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1. Because persuasive writing may be entirely new to grade 3 writers, the teacher
should model all the steps of the writing process for persuasive writing and
provide more than one opportunity to write in response to an issue.
2. Persuasive writing topics may be generated from any of the content areas in the
GPS or by the students and teacher together. The persuasive writing samples in
this guide were responses to the question “Should There Be Zoos?”
3. Persuasive writing is also evaluated in the new writing assessments for grades
5, 8, and 11.
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The Narrative Sample
• Relating a Personal Experience
– Writing assignments should direct students to recount
an event grounded in their own experiences. The
assignment should elicit a story with a plot and
characters rather than a list.

• Creating an Imaginative Story
– Writing Assignments should direct students to
produce stories that are grounded in imagination or
fantasy.
40

1. Only one narrative assessment sample is required for the Grade 3 Writing
Assessment. Teachers may choose either an imaginative story or a personal
narrative.
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The Response to Literature Sample
• The assignment should direct students to form
and support a position in response to a text they
have read.
• The assignment should be linked to a specific
piece of literature for students’ responses.
– Short stories, biographies, fables, plays, poetry,
chapter books

• Plot summaries or the retelling of an entire story
are not appropriate responses to literature.
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1. Because written responses to literature may be entirely new to grade 3 writers,
the teacher should model all the steps of the writing process and provide more
than one opportunity to write in response to a text.
2. Focusing on a theme of a piece of literature rather than the plot is an appropriate
response to literature.
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Sample Assignments
• Click on the links below for sample writing
assignments in each of the genres:
– Informational Assignment
– Persuasive Assignment
– Narrative Assignments
– Response to Literature Assignment
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1. These topics were created by the Grade 3 Advisory Committee to collect writing
samples for this guide.
2. These topics may serve as models for developing writing assignments
appropriate for collecting assessment samples.
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Preparing for the March Scoring Window
• In late February, make sure each student has produced
an assessment sample for each genre.
• If some students have not produced an assessment
sample for each genre, use the first two weeks of March
to provide an appropriate writing assignment.
• The last two weeks in March are designated for scoring
assessment samples and completing the Teacher
Report Form
• This “scoring window” is not intended as a time for
giving writing assignments or collecting assessment
samples.
• Assessment samples should be collected throughout the
school year, prior to the March scoring window.
43
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Using the Student Writing Record
Throughout the School Year
• Teachers may select and score assessment
samples prior to the March scoring window.
• As teachers select a sample for a particular
genre, they may use the Student Writing Record
to record the performance levels for each
domain (see the sample Writing Record on the
next slide).
• Each student’s Writing Record may be filled out
or revised during the school year, prior to the
March scoring window.
44
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Sample Student Writing Record
(in progress)
Name Georgia Student

Informational

Ideas Org.

Style

Conv.

Date

Meets

Meets

Not

Meets

1-28

Exceeds

Meets

Meets

Meets

2-05

Persuasive
Narrative
Response to Lit.
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1. This is a sample of what the Student Writing Record may look like in February.
For this particular student, two assessment samples (one narrative and one
informational) have already been selected and evaluated.
2. The teacher may have a persuasive writing activity planned for later in the month
that will serve as the assessment sample for that type of writing.
3. The class may have produced Response to Literature samples earlier in the
year. If there is not time to have students produce another Response to
Literature sample in March before the assessment deadline, the teacher may
have students revise their samples from earlier in the year. The revisions would
serve as the assessment sample provided that they represent the student’s own
work.
4. Keep this Writing Record with each student’s portfolio. When a student produces
a writing sample suitable as an assessment sample, record the performance
level for each domain on this form.
5. When it’s time to submit students’ performance levels during the scoring window
in March, you may simply transfer the performance levels from each student’s
Writing Record onto the Teacher Report Form.
6. At the end of the school year, the Student Writing Record may be passed along
to each student’s fourth grade teacher.
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Using the Student Writing Record to
Complete the Teacher Report Form
• During the scoring window in March, you will receive a
Teacher Report Form.
• At this time, you should have collected four assessment
samples from each student.
• If you used the Student Writing Record to keep track of
each student’s assessment samples, you may transfer
the performance level ratings from the Writing Record to
the Teacher Report Form.
• There is a space on the report form for each student.
You may have to use two Report Forms for your class.
Each form has spaces for 14 students.
46
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Teacher Report Form (draft)
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1.The Teacher Report Form will be released in the New Grade 3 Writing
Assessment Examiner’s Manual.
2.Use this form to submit student performance. Each student will receive a rating of
“Does Not Meet (N),” “Meets (M),” or “Exceeds (E)” in each of the four domains:
Ideas, Organization, Style, and Conventions.
3.Each student will receive four domain ratings in each of four genres of writing:
Informational, Persuasive, Narrative, and Response to Literature.
4.There will be a space on this form to indicate that a student was unable to
produce an assessment sample.
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Options for Scoring Grade Three
Assessment Samples
•

Independent Scoring: The grade three teacher scores only the student
writing samples produced in his/her classroom.

•

Buddy Scoring: Two grade three teachers score each assessment writing
sample separately then discuss any differences in their scores.

•

Cooperative Scoring (school level): All grade three teachers discuss and
score all grade three assessment samples together or trade samples to
score. Each sample may be scored by more than one person.

•

Cooperative Scoring (system level): Teachers from different schools work
together to score the samples from that system. Two teachers score each
assessment sample and differences are resolved by another teacher or a
panel trained in using the rubrics.
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1.The rationale for cooperative scoring is to standardize the scoring process across
schools within a system.
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Part IV: Preparing to Score
Student Writing Samples
1. Applying the Analytic Scoring Guidelines
2. Scoring Cautions
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Applying the Analytic Scoring Guidelines
1. Read through the entire writing sample.
2. Use the scoring rubric to make a tentative
decision.
3. Reread the entire writing sample to collect
evidence to determine the final score.
4. Assign domain scores for Ideas and
Organization.
5. Repeat the process for Style and Conventions
domains.
50
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Scoring Cautions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Do not base the score on the single most noticeable
aspect of a paper.
Withhold judgment until you have read the entire
response.
Don’t allow the score you assign in one domain to
influence the scores you assign in the other three
domains.
Avoid making judgments based on neatness, novelty,
or length.
Base each scoring decision on the assessment sample
the writer has produced, not what you think the
student’s potential competence in writing may be.
51
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Scoring Cautions
6.

7.

8.

Do not allow your personal opinions to affect the score
the writer receives. Whether you agree or disagree
with the writer’s ideas should not influence your score.
Do not consider the title of the paper. Because some
assignments may not call for a title, students should
not be penalized or rewarded for using a title.
Do not let the ratings you assign for one type of writing
influence your ratings for the other types of writing.
Score each writing sample independently.
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1. This is the end of Part Four.
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Part V: Informational Writing
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Defining Informational Writing
What Informational Writing Is and Is Not
Informational Rubrics
Ideas
Organization
Style
Conventions
Sample Student Papers
Practice Scoring
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Defining Informational Writing
Informational Writing: Writing that enhances the reader’s
understanding of a topic by instructing, explaining,
clarifying, describing, or examining a subject or concept.
Methods:
• Provides facts, statistics, descriptive details, comparison,
contrast, analysis, evaluation, definition, humor, and
personal anecdotes to convey a perspective on a topic.
• Responses include, but are not limited to, analyzing,
clarifying, drawing conclusions, evaluating, making
comparisons, making observations, predicting, problemsolving, reflecting
Informational Writing
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Types of Informational Writing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Analyzing
Answering research questions
Clarifying
Composing letters
Defining terms
Describing scientific processes
Drawing conclusions
Examining cause and effect relationships
Interviewing expert sources
Making comparisons and observations
Offering directions or instructions
Predicting
Problem solving
Recounting historical events
Reflecting on personal experiences
Reporting facts and hypotheses
Summarizing information and ideas

Informational Writing
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1.Non-fiction narratives are evaluated as narratives
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What Informational Writing Is and Is Not
An effective informational composition . . .

An effective informational composition is NOT:

Has a consistent focus and point of view

Writing about multiple, unrelated ideas

Includes relevant examples, facts, anecdotes, and
details

A list of facts, a story, and/or personal anecdotes that
do not inform the reader about the topic

Contains an appropriate organizational pattern
(introduction, body, conclusion) for the purpose of
informing the reader

A response in which ideas are not presented in logical
order

Includes sufficient information to explain the topic

A brief paragraph containing only a few sentences

Uses a variety of resources and/or personal experience
to inform the reader about the topic

A paper that is copied directly from source material

Uses a lively writing voice that captures the reader's
interest

Flat, uninteresting writing

Uses descriptive language and grade-appropriate words

An essay that contains imprecise language and little
sentence variety

May use a short narrative in the introduction to engage
the audience

Writing that consists entirely of a story or the writer’s
opinion without informing the reader about the topic

Contains correct sentences, usage, grammar, and
spelling that make the writer's ideas understandable

Incorrect sentences, usage, grammar, and spelling that
prevent the reader from understanding the writer's ideas

Informational Writing
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1. This overview of Grade 3 Informational Writing was developed by the Grade 3
Advisory Committee.
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Informational Rubrics

57
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Ideas
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The Components of Ideas
What a Focus Is and Is Not
Point of View
Purpose
Elements of Supporting Ideas
Relevance of Ideas
Development of Ideas
Three Levels of Development
Sense of Completeness
Use of Resources
58
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The Components of Ideas

Ideas

Focus

Supporting
Details

Use of Resources

Development/
Completeness

Informational Writing: Ideas
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1. A component is a feature of writing within a particular domain.
2. An element is a feature of writing within a particular component.
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What a Focus Is and Is Not
The writer’s focus….
• Sums up a writer’s topic,
purpose, and point of
view
• May be either directly
stated or implied

An effective focus is not…
• A title
• A thesis statement
without relevant
development

Informational Writing: Ideas
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1. A thesis statement directly states a writer’s intentions but does not guarantee
that these intentions are realized in the student paper. A thesis statement is not
required for the focus to be clear to the reader.
2. Even when the paper contains a direct statement, the actual focus may differ
because the supporting details are not relevant to the thesis.
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Purpose
• The purpose of informational writing is to help the reader
understand a topic or concept.
• Although the writer may include opinions in an
informational piece, the writer’s purpose is not to
persuade the reader.
• A reader should be able to pick up a paper without
knowing the assigned topic or the type of writing
assigned and be able to understand the writer’s purpose.
• A reader should be able to tell if he/she is reading a
report, an argument, a narrative or a response to
literature.
Informational Writing: Ideas
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Point of View
Point of view is the perspective a writer uses to
approach the informational topic.
Academic: The student may write in the style of an
encyclopedia without any reference to personal
experiences with the topic.
Personal: The student may write from personal
experience with the subject.
Combination: The student may include both formal
and personal observations.
Informational Writing: Ideas
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1. Academic: In a paper about a mineral, the student may relate only observable
characteristics of the mineral: size, shape, composition.
2. Personal: The student may discuss a field trip in which the class met an expert
on quartz or discuss why building a sand castle is really building a quartz castle.
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Elements of Supporting Details

Supporting
Details

Relevance

Development

Informational Writing: Ideas
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1. Supporting details can be developed with examples, comparisons, descriptions,
and/or personal experiences.
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Relevance of Ideas

Relevance

Writer’s Topic

Assigned Type
of Writing

Informational Writing: Ideas

Purpose
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1. Relevant details focus directly on the topic, serving to advance its development.
2. In an informational paper about quartz, the following details would be relevant:
•

Where quartz is found

•

The uses of quartz

•

The composition of quartz

•

The hardness of quartz

•

What quartz looks like

64

Development of Ideas

Idea
Development

Depth of
Development

Fluency of
Development

Informational Writing: Ideas
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1. Effective writing requires both depth and fluency to create a sense of
completeness.
2.

Depth of development refers to the degree to which the topic is elaborated through various layers of
supporting details.

3.

Fluency of Ideas pertains to the quantity of supporting ideas rather than the degree of development of any
one idea.

4. Supporting ideas can be developed by statistics, factual information, anecdotes,
etc., and these can be further developed with specific details that might be
factual or descriptive.
5. Secondary and Tertiary layers of details are characteristic of fully developed
papers. Incomplete papers may contain only a single layer of support consisting
of vague or listed ideas.
6. Teaching tip: Students who receive “Exceeds Standard” in Ideas tend to write
papers which take a few supporting ideas and develop them in depth as
opposed to student writers who try to cover many supporting ideas with less
depth of detail.
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Three Levels of Development
Does Not Meet Standard in Ideas
Hi my name is JR. I will like to tell you about quartz. They look they
feel soft and some are kind of rough. The loctain is in Goirge an
other place. They uses for window glass wactchs.
Meets Standard in Ideas
I think quartz is a very interesting mineral for several reasons. It
is one of the hardest minerals. It is a 7 hardness. You can find
quartz in grey, white, purple, brown and pink. Did you know
that quartz can be found in rocks all over the world? It’s the
most common mineral and is also found in Georgia. Quartz can
be changed by water, wind, and fire. One thing I did not know
is that quartz it is used to make windows, glass, lens, for
eyeglasses and even clocks. Some people even use it to make
paint!
Informational Writing: Ideas
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1. This set of papers illustrates Levels of Development in informational writing. All
of the sentences in these paper are taken directly from third grade student
writing samples.
2. This set of illustrative papers can be printed and read by each workshop
participant. A discussion of how development varies at each level is useful for
understanding the descriptions in the scoring rubric.
3. The portion of the paper highlighted in green represents new information that
was not included in the lower performance level.
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Three Levels of Development
Exceeds the Standard
Imagine you are climbing Georgia’s mountains. You find a big
rock. Then you hit it with a hammer. Ta da! Something shiny and
sparkly is in it. That is a quartz. It is one of the hardest minerals. It is
so hard it can scratch other minerals. It’s a number 7 on the Moh’s
hardness scale so it can scratch one through six.
The color shape and size of quartz can be different. You can
find quartz in grey, white, purple, brown and pink. Purple quartz is
called amethyst. Quartz is found worldwide. It is the most common
mineral on the face of the earth. You can find quartz at the beach.
Yep, that’s right, quartz is in sand.
Quartz changes by weathering. It doesn’t break down easy
though. Unlike many minerals it doesn’t expand when it is heated or
crack when it is cooled. One thing I did not know is that quartz it is
used to make windows, glass, lenses for eyeglasses and even
clocks. Now that I know so much about quartz I feel like a geologist.
Informational Writing: Ideas
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Sense of Completeness
•

Two features give a paper a sense of completeness:
–
–

•

Fullness of information
The paper drawing to a natural close

Having a sense of completeness is not the same as
having a concluding statement or paragraph.
A paper may have a conclusion and still leave the
reader feeling that the information presented is
incomplete if. . .

•
–
–

the body of the paper is only minimally developed.
there are gaps in the information that leave the reader with
questions.
Informational Writing: Ideas
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Use of Resources
Types of Resources: books, websites, television
programs, magazine articles, classroom guest
speakers, field trips
Using Resources Appropriately: It is appropriate
for a grade 3 writer to use technical vocabulary
related to a topic, but not to lift entire sentences
from a text or website.
Evidence of Use of Resources: Words and
phrases that are not a typical part of a third
grader’s speaking vocabulary.
Informational Writing: Ideas
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Organization
1. The Components of Organization
2. Organizational Patterns for Informational
Writing
3. Organizing Strategies for Informational
Writing
4. Introduction-Body-Conclusion
5. Grouping of Ideas
6. Transitions
70
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The Components of Organization:

Organization

Organizational
Pattern

Grouping of
Ideas

Informational Writing:
Organization

Transitions
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1. Organization refers to the order and logical relationships between the writer’s
ideas. The quality of the details are evaluated in Ideas.
2. The organization should not be so visible as to overwhelm the writer’s ideas.
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Organizational Patterns for
Informational Writing
• Introduction, Descriptive Information, Conclusion
• Introduction, Description of events in
chronological order, Conclusion
• Introduction, Body, Conclusion

Informational Writing:
Organization
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Organizing Strategies for
Informational Writing
•
•
•
•
•

Chronological (Time Order)
Similarity/Difference
Cause/Effect Order
Space Order
Question/Answer

Informational Writing:
Organization
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Effective Organization
• Organizing strategy is appropriate to the writer’s
topic and genre and guides the reader through
the text.
• Ideas are sequenced and grouped appropriately
and logically.
• Introduction sets the stage for the writer’s
controlling idea.
• Conclusion provides a sense of closure without
repetition.
• Transitioning is used to connect ideas within
paragraphs and across parts of the paper.
Informational Writing:
Organization
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Introduction-Body-Conclusion

Introduction: Sets the stage for the development of the
writer’s ideas and is consistent with the
informational purpose of the paper
Body:

The details and examples that support the
writer’s focus

Conclusion: Signals the reader that the paper is coming to
a close
Informational Writing:
Organization
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1. An effective introduction and conclusion advance the development of the writer’s ideas and the
reader’s understanding of the paper rather than simply repeating what is in the body of the paper.
2. The writer can effectively prepare the reader for what is to follow without providing a detailed
roadmap to the entire paper.
3. Types of introductions: surprising fact or quotation, an interesting question
4. Types of conclusions: summaries, thoughts or feelings about the topic, questions to generate
further thinking or research.
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Grouping of Ideas
In order to effectively group ideas in a piece of writing, the
writer must first understand the logical relationships
between the ideas that support the writer’s focus.
Grouping ideas within paragraphs is not the same as
formatting paragraphs. Grouping involves the logical
presentation of ideas rather than simply indenting to
begin a new paragraph.
Even if a writer fails to format paragraphs, the ideas may
still be grouped logically.
Informational Writing:
Organization
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Transitions
Making Connections Between Ideas
• Transitions lead the reader through the paper by linking
parts of the paper and ideas within paragraphs.
• Transitions are used between sentences, between
paragraphs, and within sentences and within paragraphs
• Transitions can signal the type of relationships between
ideas
• May be explicit or implicit
– May be a single word, a pronoun, a phrase, or a logical linking of
ideas
– Explicit transitional words: first, next, finally
– Implicit transitional devices: synonym and pronoun substitution,
moving from general to specific or from specific to general
Informational Writing:
Organization
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1. Writers sometimes use ideas or phrases from the previous paragraph to begin a
new paragraph. This is called transitioning.
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Subheadings
• Subheadings announce the theme of each
section of a text in a few words.
• Grade three writers are neither rewarded for
using subheadings nor penalized for not using
them.
• Subheadings are not intended to serve as a
substitute for introducing the main ideas in a
new paragraph.
• For grade three writers, subheadings may help
the writer maintain focus in each section of the
paper.
Informational Writing:
Organization
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Style
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The Components of Style
Word Choice
Levels of Language
Types of Language
Audience Awareness and Tone
Demonstrating Audience Awareness in
Informational Writing
7. Voice
79
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The Components of Style

Style

Word Choice

Audience
Awareness
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Word Choice
• Effective word choice is determined on the basis of the
subject matter (topic), and purpose.
• Word choice establishes the tone of a piece of writing.
• Word choice involves more than the “correct” dictionary
meaning of a word.
• Word choice includes the connotations (the associations,
meanings, or emotions a word suggests) of words.
Informational Writing: Style
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1. Connotation: An association called up by a word that goes beyond its dictionary
definition. The attitude and emotional feelings associated with a word.
2. Denotation: The dictionary definition of a word.
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Levels of Language
(described in the Grade 3 Scoring Rubric)
Level

Example

Interesting and
Descriptive

“Imagine walking through the woods in
Georgia. Snap, Crackle, Pop, you stepped on
a rock. You tap it. It sounds hollow, so you
open it.”

Simple and
ordinary

“I have been studying about limestone.”

Informational Writing: Style
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Types of Language
(described in the Grade 3 Scoring Rubric)
Interesting Language
• Sensory Details: uses details that appeal to the senses and enables
the reader to see, hear, and/or feel what the writer recounts
• Technical Vocabulary: precise terms and phrases used to clarify or
explain a particular subject matter or process
• Descriptive: conveys an idea, image, or impression
• Figurative: figures of speech or phrases that suggest meanings
different from their literal meanings (hyperbole, metaphor, simile,
irony)
Simple, Ordinary Language
• Common words that are correct but not precise.
Informational Writing: Style
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1. Sensory details: “Some quartz are rough, kind of shiny in the middle, feel sort of
bumpy, damp, prickly.”
2. Technical vocabulary: In an informational paper about minerals, a writer might
include information about Mohr’s hardness scale, geographical names for types
of rocks (sedimentary), and scientific/mathematical names for crystal formations
(hexagon, platelike crystals).
3. Descriptive language: “Imagine walking through the woods in Georgia. Snap,
Crackle, Pop, you stepped on a rock. You tap it. It sounds hollow so you open
it.”
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Audience Awareness and Tone
• Audience Awareness refers to the ways a writer can make an
impression on or engage the reader.
– Because a piece of writing is created to be read, an effective writer
attempts to create a relationship with his or her audience.
– The effective writer anticipates what the audience will find interesting or
engaging.

• Tone refers to the attitude a writer expresses toward the reader, the
subject, and sometimes himself/herself. It reveals how the writer
feels about what he or she is saying.
– To be effective, tone must be consistent with the writer’s purpose.
– Tone is established through choice of words and details.
– Some of the techniques used to engage the audience vary by genre, but
all pieces of writing have a tone.

Informational Writing: Style
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1. Tone is established through choice of words and details.
2. Slang is not appropriate in a formal writing assessment sample.
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Demonstrating Audience Awareness in
Informational Writing
Effective writers use the following techniques to engage the
reader
• Descriptive Details
• Figurative Language: Imagery, similes, metaphors
• Authoritative voice
• Technical Vocabulary
• Addressing the reader
• Humor
• Personal anecdotes

Informational Writing: Style
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1. A report doesn’t have to sound like an encyclopedia or a dictionary; the writer
can be personal even in informational writing.
2. Descriptive details appeal to the writer’s senses: seeing, hearing, feeling,
smelling – but not necessarily how tall you are or your street address.
3. Rhetorical questions are questions that are asked to provoke thought, without
expectation of an answer. The person asking the question provides the answer,
or the answer to the question is obvious.
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Voice
• A paper that demonstrates voice conveys a strong
sense of the person behind the words and the person’s
attitude toward the topic.
• The writer’s voice should be appropriate for the topic,
genre, and audience.
• Voice gives the reader the sense that the writer is talking
directly to him/her by creating a point of view that the
reader can relate to.
Ralph Fletcher:
• “Voice is the most important the most magical and powerful element
of writing.”
• “Voice makes the reader trust the writer, makes the reader feel an
individual relationship with the writer.”
Informational Writing: Style
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Conventions
Go to Part IX. Conventions for the
Conventions rubric and information about
scoring this domain. The Conventions
Rubric is the same for all genres of
writing.
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Because there is only one Conventions rubric for all four genres of writing,
information about Conventions is included in a separate section, Part IX, rather than
included within each genre section.
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Sample Student Papers

Informational Papers with Score
Point Annotations
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Informational Writing Assignment
Students will select one of Georgia’s state gems or
minerals (quartz, amethyst, etc.) or a mineral that is
native to their region. They will use various internet
and nonfiction resources to gather information and
write a report about their mineral or gem. Their
reports will include: where the mineral is found, a
description of its physical attributes, and its uses.

The sample papers in this section were written in response to this assignment.
Student names have been removed for purposes of privacy.
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1. In order for participants to gain confidence in assessing student writing samples,
it is essential that they have multiple opportunities to apply the new Georgia
Grade 5 Writing Rubric.
2. Remind participants that they aren’t looking for an exact match with the rubric
description; they are looking for a best fit. A student paper may demonstrate
characteristics of two adjacent score points.
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Informational Paper 1

90
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Annotations for Informational Paper 1
Ideas: Does Not Meet Standard
There is minimal evidence of focus because all the information included in the paper is relevant to
the topic of the mineral quartz. However, there is not enough information overall in this response
to explain the topic. The three sentences are not enough to establish a purpose or point of view.
Organization: Does Not Meet Standard
There is little evidence of an overall organizational pattern. There is an opening question, but the
remaining two sentences could be rearranged without affecting the writer’s meaning. There is no
conclusion and very little in the way of a body, so it is not possible to determine competence in
grouping of ideas. There is no evidence of transitions. The three sentences are not sufficient to
establish an organizational plan.
Style: Does Not Meet Standard
Word choice is simple and repetitive (“Did you know,” “did you know”). Although the writer lists
four colors of quartz (pink, purple, black, and brown), there is little use of descriptive language or
sensory details. The writer’s “Did you know” questions are evidence that the writer is aware of the
reader, but overall, this response is so brief that there is insufficient evidence of competence in
Style.
Conventions: Does Not Meet Standard
There are only three sentences, none of which are correct. There are mistakes in subject/verb
agreement (“come” for “comes,”) and noun forms ( “size” for “sizes,” “shape” for “shapes”). Some
words at the beginnings of sentences are not capitalized. There are frequent spelling errors in
simple words (“coloers,” “blak,” “fine,” “peple,” “yous”). The apostrophe in “thing’s” is unnecessary.
Even if the writer had not made any errors in conventions, this paper is too brief to demonstrate
competence in Conventions.
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Informational
Paper 2
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Annotations for Informational Paper 2
Ideas: Does Not Meet Standard
There is minimal evidence of focus because all the information included in the paper is relevant to
the topic of the mineral quartz. However, there is not enough information overall in this brief
response to explain the topic. There is no evidence of use of source materials. The two sentences
do not establish a purpose or point of view.
Organization: Does Not Meet Standard
Evidence of an organizational pattern is limited by the brevity of this paper. The writer may have
been trying to use a question/answer format, but two sentences are not enough to establish a
pattern. There are no transitions, and not enough ideas to determine competence in grouping
related ideas.
Style: Does Not Meet Standard
The word choice is simple and repetitive. The writer attempts to include some sensory details
(“they look like they’re wiggling,” “so so small”) about quartz. The questions posed to the reader
are evidence of some awareness of the reader/audience. Overall, a paper this brief does not
contain enough instances of the components to determine competence in Style.
Conventions: Does Not Meet Standard
There are only two sentences, a long run-on and one correct sentence. Frequent and severe
spelling errors of common words distract the reader (nearly half of the words in this paper are
misspelled). It is difficult to determine competence in usage because of the spelling errors, but it
appears that there are severe errors in forming subjects and verbs. The writer does not
demonstrate competence in any of the components of conventions.
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Informational
Paper 3
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Annotations for Informational Paper 3
Ideas: Does Not Meet Standard
There is minimal evidence of focus because all the information included in the paper is relevant to
the topic of the mineral quartz. However, there is not enough information overall in this brief
response to explain the topic. The term “sedimentary rock” indicates some use of resource
material, but four brief sentences do not establish a purpose or point of view.
Organization: Does Not Meet Standard
There is no evidence of a beginning, middle, or end. The four sentences could be arranged in
almost any order without affecting the writer’s meaning. There are not enough ideas to determine
competence in grouping related ideas.
Style: Does Not Meet Standard
Most of the word choice is simple with the exception of “sea creatures” and “sedimentary rock
mostly calcite.” Listing the colors of limestone does not constitute use of sensory details. There is
no awareness of audience.
Conventions: Does Not Meet Standard
Although there are several correct sentences, this is not enough information to determine
competence in forming correct sentences. Most of the components of usage are correct (although
there are some missing words), but overall there are not enough correct instances to determine
competence in usage. Except for some incorrect commas, mechanics are generally correct, but
there is not enough demonstrated to determine competence in any of the components of
Conventions.
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Informational
Paper 4
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Annotations for Informational Paper 4

Ideas: Meets Standard
The writer is consistently focused on the topic of limestone. There is evidence of an awareness of
the informational purpose as the writer explains the composition of limestone, the uses of
limestone, and the appearance of limestone. The writer attempts to write from the point of view of
an authority about limestone rather than from personal experiences. There is enough information
to provide a sense of completeness.
Organization: Meets Standard
The paper contains an introduction, body, and conclusion. The introduction is not particularly
effective as the writer announces “I have been studying about limestone.” The majority of related
ideas are grouped together, but the information about the composition of limestone is split
between the first and second paragraphs (the calcite and the shell from sea creatures are related
ideas). The pronoun “It” is used as a transition to relate back to the word limestone.
Style: Meets Standard
The paper is a mixture of interesting language and simple language. “I have been studying about
limestone” is simple language. “Did you know that Limestone is found on the beach from the
shells of sea creatures that died many years ago?” is interesting language.). There is some
evidence of use of resources in the use of the terms “sedimentary rocks” and “calcite.”
Conventions: Meets Standard
All of the sentences are correct. Subject verb agreement, noun forms, and pronouns are correct.
There are two misspelled words (“stuiding,” “differnt”). Overall, the paper is almost error free, but
there is not much variety in any of the three components. Brevity and lack of variety keep this
paper in the “meets standard” category.
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Informational
Paper 5
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Annotations for Informational Paper 5
Ideas: Meets Standard
The writer is consistently focused on the topic of quartz. There is evidence of an awareness of the
informational purpose as the writer explains the uses of quartz, the appearance of quartz, and the
value of quartz. The writer attempts to write from the point of view of an authority about quartz
rather than from personal experiences. There is evidence of the use of source materials in the
technical vocabulary (mineral, properties, industry). The writer’s ideas help the reader understand
that even though quartz is common, it is also important and valuable. There is enough information
to provide a sense of completeness.
Organization: Meets Standard
The paper contains an introduction, body, and conclusion. The introduction is limited to an
announcement of the writer’s topic (“The mineral I researched is Quartz.”). Related ideas are
grouped together (where quartz is found, uses of quartz, appearance of quartz, value of quartz).
The writer uses transition words to link ideas (quartz, it, the mineral).
Style: Meets Standard
Word choice is a mixture of interesting language (“ordinary sandpaper,” “clear pink,” “mineral is
common,” “valuable,” “properties,” “thousands of years”) and simple language.
Conventions: Meets Standard
Most of the sentences are correct, although there are some missing words (“It has been very
important mineral.”) which require the reader to “fill in the blanks.” There are a couple of subjectverb agreement errors (“It look,” “Quartz are”). Capitalization is correct but there are some
commas missing in series. Two words are misspelled (industy, importan), but these are not
common words for third grade writers. Overall, the writer demonstrates competence in sentence
formation, usage, and mechanics.
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Informational
Paper 6
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Annotations for Informational Paper 6
Ideas: Meets Standard
The writer is consistently focused on the topic of kaolin. There is evidence of an awareness of the
informational purpose as the writer explains where kaolin is found, the appearance of kaolin, the
composition of kaolin, and the uses of kaolin. The writer attempts to write from the point of view of
an authority about kaolin rather than from personal experiences. There is enough information to
provide a sense of completeness. There is evidence of use of resource material as the writer lists
many sites where kaolin can be found and attempts to explain hardness, luster and streak. More
information would be needed for the reader to understand the concepts of luster and streak, but
the majority of the paper is sufficiently developed.
Organization: Meets Standard
There is an introduction, body, and conclusion, but the conclusion is not as strong as the other
parts and seems somewhat abrupt. (If the reader has to turn the page to see if anything is written
on the back, the writer has not signaled the reader that the end is near.) Related ideas are
grouped together (locations, attributes, uses). Some transitions are used (“Well here are some”).
Style: Meets Standard
Some of the word choice is interesting (“very special rock,” “pure white clay,” “decomposed,”
“hardness,” “colorless,” “earthly,” luster,” “streak,” “industry,” “glossy paper”). The writer also uses
some of the technical language of the field (luster, hardness, streak) and sensory details
(colorless, greenish, glossy). Attention to the audience is evident as the writer asks questions of
the reader (“Do you like rocks?”) and addresses the reader directly (“Well here are some”).
Conventions: Meets Standard
Although there are some errors in all of the components of Conventions, they are minor and do
not distract the reader from the writer’s meaning. The second sentence in the paper is a sentence
fragment, but the majority of sentences are correct. There are some missing articles (the United
States, the color, the luster, the streak) and the word “such” belongs in the sentence about rich
rocks. Capitalization is effective and varied, though the letter “F” seem to be unnecessarily
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capitalized. Commas are correct in some series but not in others. “Plactics” is misspelled. The
writer displays sufficient competence in Conventions.
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Informational
Paper 7

102
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Annotations for Informational Paper 7
Ideas: Meets Standard
The writer is consistently focused on the topic of kaolin. There is evidence of an awareness of the
informational purpose as the writer explains where kaolin is found, the appearance of kaolin, the
uses of kaolin and the composition of kaolin. There are enough facts and details to explain the
topic and purpose to the reader. The writer understands that the reader may not be familiar with
the pronunciation of kaolin and explains how to pronounce the word. There is some evidence of
use of resource materials as the writer describes kaolin: (“It’s made of tiny, platelike crystals.”).
Organization: Meets Standard
The paper contains an introduction, body, and conclusion, but the introduction is limited to an
announcement (“Kaolin is the mineral I’m studying”), and the conclusion is abrupt (“and that’s my
story.”). Related ideas (locations, uses, appearance, composition) are generally grouped together,
but sometimes related ideas are located in different sections of the paper. Overall, the writer
demonstrates competence in this domain.
Style: Meets Standard
The paper is a mixture of interesting language (“claylike mineral,” “weird lookin,” “fiberglass,” “tiny
platelike crystals”) and simple language. The writer shows minimal awareness of audience by
directly addressing the reader (“This is how you pronounce kaolin”).
Conventions: Meets Standard
Although the first sentence is a run-on, the majority of sentences are correct and clear. There is
not a lot of variety in sentence structure as most of the sentences begin with “It is”. There are few
subject-verb agreement mistakes and most nouns and pronouns are formed correctly (except
weird-lookin”). Mechanics is generally correct, although “field” and “kaolin” are misspelled and the
abbreviations of state names are not appropriate in formal writing. Most commas and apostrophes
are used correctly.
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Informational
Paper 8

104

104

Informational
Paper 8
(page two)
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Annotations for Informational Paper 8
Ideas: Meets Standard
The writer is consistently focused on the topic of quartz. There is evidence of an awareness of the
informational purpose as the writer explains the types of quartz, where it can be found, the
appearance of quartz, and the uses of quartz. There are enough facts and details to explain the
topic and purpose to the reader, and some of the paper is elaborated with facts and details. There
is enough information to provide a sense of completeness. The writer appears to be drawing on
personal experiences of examining quartz rather than written source material.
Organization: Meets Standard
The paper contains an introduction, body and conclusion. The introduction is especially effective,
but the rest of the paper is not as strong. It is not appropriate for the writer to announce (“Well I’m
out of time.”) in the conclusion. Related ideas (appearance, location, uses of quartz) are grouped
together. Transitions are used to link ideas.
Style: Exceeds Standard
The writer uses interesting language and sensory details (“kind of shiny in the middle,” “feel sort of
bumpy,” “damp,” “prickly,” “egg shaped”) throughout the paper. The introduction is especially
strong as the writer creates a vivid scene in which the reader discovers a piece of quartz on a
walk through the woods. The writer directly addresses the reader in the body of the paper (“Did
you know that quartz can be found in the state of Georgia? They can!”). Although the ending is a
little clumsy (“Well I’m out of time.”), overall the writer’s use of language and awareness of
audience exceed the standard.
Conventions: Exceeds Standard
Sentences are consistently clear and correct and show a variety of structures. Usage errors are
limited to two incorrect verb forms (“Some quartz are,” “feel sort of bumpy”). Noun forms are
consistently correct and varied. Personal pronouns are correct. Capitalization and punctuation are
correct in a variety of contexts (commas in a series, commas after introductory clauses). Spelling
is correct. The writer also manipulates mechanics to make a point by capitalizing all the letters in
the word “MANY.”
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Informational
Paper 9
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Informational
Paper 9
(page two)
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108

Informational
Paper 9
(page three)
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Annotations for Informational Paper 9
Ideas: Exceeds Standard
The writer’s focus is sustained on the topic of quartz. There is evidence of an awareness of the informational
purpose as the writer explains how quartz is created in nature, where quartz can be found, the appearance of
quartz, and the uses of quartz. Relevant examples and facts are used throughout the paper. The topic is well
developed. The use of resources is apparent in the explanation of where quartz comes from and the three types of
rocks. The writer’s point of view is personal and the entire paper is framed in a discussion of how anyone who has
ever built a sand castle at the beach has seen and touched quartz.
Organization: Exceeds Standard
The organizational pattern is clear and appropriate to the informational purpose. The introduction is strong as the
writer tries to engage the reader by creating a puzzle or question to solve together with the writer. The body of the
paper is organized with subheadings (where quartz comes from, physical attributes, uses, changes) which help the
reader follow the writer’s ideas. Related ideas are grouped into sections. The writer transitions from scientific
explanation to personal experiences very smoothly, always reminding the reader that quartz is a common mineral,
and by using subheadings for each section of the paper.
Style: Exceeds Standard
The use of interesting language is sustained in the paper as the writer switches between technical vocabulary
(Igneous, sedimentary, metamorphic) and personal observations (“Isn’t that cool?”). The writer’s awareness of
audience is very strong as the writer tries to create an air of mystery at the beginning of the paper (“I thought I was
building a sand castle but I was building a quartz castle.”) that is not solved until the end of the paper. This
demonstrates an understanding of craft. The reader’s interest is maintained throughout the paper.
Conventions: Meets Standard
Sentences are consistently clear and correct. There are few subject-verb agreement mistakes (“rocks comes”).
Nouns and pronouns are consistently correct. The majority of the writer’s errors are in spelling (“preasure,” “blake,”
“jewly,” “egnormous,” “Ignous,” “Sedmintary”), but many of these words are above grade level. Capitalization and
punctuation are generally correct and varied. Errors are minor in all the components and do not distract the reader.
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Informational
Paper 10

111

111

Informational
Paper 10
(page two)
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Annotations for Informational Paper 10
Ideas: Exceeds Standard
The writer’s focus is sustained on the topic of quartz. There is evidence of an awareness of the
informational purpose as the writer explains the chemical composition of quartz, where quartz can
be found, the appearance of quartz, the uses of quartz, and how quartz changes over time.
Relevant specific examples and facts are used throughout the paper. The topic is well developed.
The use of resources is apparent in the explanation of where quartz comes from and how it
changes over time. Although the explanation of carbon dioxide and oxygen is not perfectly clear,
the writer’s competence exceeds the standard for grade three.
Organization: Exceeds Standard
The paper has a clear and appropriate organizational pattern. The writer uses the introduction to
hook the reader by posing the question (“Did you know that sand is quartz?”). The body of the
paper is grouped into sections of related ideas with subheadings. The writer also uses a
question/answer format in each paragraph. Transitions are varied and effective.
Style: Exceeds Standard
The use of interesting language is sustained in the paper as the writer switches between technical
vocabulary (carbon dioxide, oxygen) and addressing the reader with questions (“Isn’t oxygen
found everywhere?”). The writer’s awareness of audience is very strong as the writer tries to
create an air of mystery at the beginning of the paper (“Did you know that sand is quartz?”) that is
not solved until the end of the paper. This demonstrates an understanding of craft. The reader’s
interest is maintained throughout the paper and the writer’s voice is clear throughout the paper
(“Next time we go to the beach, I’m not going to say...”).
Conventions: Exceeds Standard
Sentences are consistently clear and correct. The writer correctly uses several functional
fragments (“But they have to form oxygen in open space”). Subjects and verbs consistently agree.
Nouns, pronouns, and verbs are formed correctly. Capitalization and punctuation are consistently
correct. Most of the writer’s errors are in spelling (“silcon,” “oxyen,” “dioxside,hexonal,” “amithyst,”
“sappire,” “jewerly”), but these words are above grade level. Overall, the writer demonstrates a 113
high level of competence in all three components of conventions.
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Practice Scoring
Informational Practice
Papers 1 - 10
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Score Sheet for Informational Practice
Papers
Paper #

Ideas

Org.

Style

Conv.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Practice
Paper 1
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Informational
Practice
Paper 2
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Paper 2
(page two)
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Informational
Practice
Paper 2
(page three)
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Informational
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Paper 2
(page four)
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Informational
Practice
Paper 3
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Informational
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Paper 4
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Informational
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Paper 5
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Paper 5
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(page three)
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Paper 7
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Informational
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Paper 7
(page two)
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Informational
Practice
Paper 8
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Informational
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Paper 8
(page two)
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Informational
Practice
Paper 8
(page three)
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Informational
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Paper 9
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Informational
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Paper 10
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Practice
Paper 10
(page two)
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Answer Key for Informational Practice
Papers
Paper #

Ideas

Org.

Style

Conv.

1

Meets

Meets

Meets

Meets

2

Exceeds

Exceeds

Exceeds

Exceeds

3

Does Not Meet

Does Not Meet

Meets

Meets

4

Meets

Does Not Meet

Does Not Meet

Does Not Meet

5

Exceeds

Exceeds

Exceeds

Exceeds

6

Meets

Does Not Meet

Does Not Meet

Meets

7

Meets

Meets

Meets

Meets

8

Exceeds

Exceeds

Exceeds

Exceeds

9

Does Not Meet

Does Not Meet

Does Not Meet

Does Not Meet

Meets

Does Not Meet

Meets

Meets
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Part VI. Persuasive Writing
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Defining Persuasive Writing
What Persuasive Writing Is and Is Not
Persuasive Rubrics
Ideas
Organization
Style
Conventions
Sample Student Papers
Practice Scoring
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Defining Persuasive Writing
Persuasive Writing: Writing for the purpose of
convincing others to adopt a certain point of
view, take some action, or accept the writer’s
position as valid.
Method:
• Provides logical appeals, emotional appeals,
facts, statistics, narrative anecdotes, humor,
and/or the writer’s personal experiences and
knowledge to support a position
Persuasive Writing
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What Persuasive Writing Is and Is Not
An effective persuasive composition . . .

An effective persuasive composition is NOT:

Establishes a clear position

Writing about the topic without a clear position

Has a consistent focus and point of view

Writing about multiple, unrelated ideas

Contains sufficient information to address the issue

A brief paragraph with only a few sentences

Includes relevant examples, facts, anecdotes, and/or
details

A formulaic response with repetitive ideas and language

Contains an appropriate organizational strategy for the
purpose of persuasion

Writing in which ideas are presented in illogical or
confusing order

Includes an effective introduction and conclusion

Writing that begins without an introduction and ends
without a conclusion

Uses transitions such as transition words and phrases,
bullets, subheadings or numbering

An incoherent essay in which ideas are not linked

Uses a lively voice that demonstrates awareness of
audience

Flat, uninteresting writing

Uses interesting language and sensory details

An essay that contains imprecise language and little
sentence variety

Contains correct sentences, usage, grammar, and spelling
that makes the writer’s ideas understandable

Incorrect sentences, usage, grammar, and spelling that
prevent the reader from understanding the writer's meaning

Persuasive Writing
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1. This chart is an overview of effective persuasive writing developed by the Grade
3 Core Development Team.
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Types of Persuasive Writing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advertisements for clothing, toys, or food
Travel brochures
Political speeches
Requests for donations to charities
Movie reviews
Book reviews
Letters to the editor
Persuasive Writing
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Persuasive Rubrics

Persuasive Writing
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140

Ideas
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

The Components of Ideas
What a Focus Is and Is Not
The Writer’s Position/Point of View
Purpose
Elements of Supporting Ideas
Relevance of Ideas
Development of Ideas
Three Levels of Development
Sense of Completeness
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The Components of Ideas

Ideas

Focus

Supporting
Details

Clear Position

Development

Persuasive Writing: Ideas
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1. A component is a feature of writing within a particular domain.
2. An element is a feature of writing within a particular component.
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What a Focus Is and Is Not
The writer’s focus….
• Sums up a writer’s
position and purpose
• May be either directly
stated or implied

An effective focus is not…
• A title
• A thesis statement
without relevant
development

Persuasive Writing: Ideas
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1. A thesis statement directly states a writer’s intentions but does not guarantee
that these intentions are realized in the student paper. A thesis statement is not
required for the focus or position to be clear to the intended reader.
2. Even when the paper contains a direct statement, the actual focus may differ
because the writer fails to maintain focus.
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The Writer’s Position/Point of View
• There are three main types of positions a writer
may adopt in a persuasive piece:
– Support
– Oppose
– Present and defend a plan or an alternative

• The writer’s position may be stated directly or
implied by the evidence the writer presents.
• In persuasive writing, the writer’s point of view is
often the same as the writer’s position on the
issue.
Persuasive Writing: Ideas
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1. In response to the issue “Should There Be Zoos?,” the writer may:
•

Support the existence of zoos by presenting all positive evidence about
the benefits of zoos to the world.

•

Oppose the existence of zoos by presenting negative anecdotes about
the hazards of zoos.

•

Support some aspects of zoos but oppose others. This is the difficult
position for the grade three writer to execute successfully.

144

Purpose
Persuasive writing can have several
purposes:
• Convincing others to adopt a certain point
of view on an issue
• Convincing others to take some action
• Convincing others to accept the writer’s
position as valid.
Persuasive Writing: Ideas
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1.An effective piece of persuasive writing may do all three of these.
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Elements of Supporting Details

Supporting
Details

Relevance

Development

Persuasive Writing: Ideas
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1. Supporting ideas can be developed with examples, comparisons, descriptions,
personal experiences, and/or details.
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Relevance of Ideas

Relevance

Writer’s Topic

Purpose

Persuasive Writing: Ideas
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1. Relevant details focus directly on the topic and position, serving to advance its
development.
2. In a persuasive response about “Should there be Zoos?” the following types of
information would be relevant:
•

How well animals are fed

•

How much space animals have to move around

•

How the public treats the animals

•

How much education zookeepers receive

•

How the animal’s natural habitat has been destroyed

147

Development of Ideas

Idea
Development

Depth of
Development

Completeness

Persuasive Writing: Ideas
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1. Effective writing requires both depth and fluency to create a sense of
completeness.
2.

Depth of development refers to the degree to which the topic is elaborated through various layers of
supporting details.

3.

Fluency of Ideas pertains to the quantity of supporting ideas rather than the degree of development of any
one idea.

4. Supporting ideas can be developed by statistics, factual information, anecdotes,
etc., and these can be further developed with specific details that might be
factual or descriptive.
5. Secondary and Tertiary layers of details are characteristic of fully developed
papers. Incomplete papers may contain only a single layer of support consisting
of vague or listed ideas.
6. Teaching tip: Students who receive high scores in Ideas tend to write papers
which take a few supporting ideas and develop them in depth as opposed to
student writers who try to cover many supporting ideas with less depth of detail.
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Three Levels of Development
Does Not Meet Standard
There should be zoos because they keep animals safe. It’s fun to
watch animals at the zoo. Zoos keep animals healthy by feeding
them and giving them a safe place.
Meets Standard
I think there should be zoos because they keep animals safe. Zoos
help young animals survive so that they won’t be extinct. Zoos bring
in endangered animals so they will not die in the wild. It’s fun to
watch animals at the zoo. People of all ages can go and smell the
animals. Animals might not like it, but the zoo keeps them healthy.
They get the right amount of fresh water and food. When they need
medical care they get it. Animals are safe in the zoo.

Persuasive Writing: Ideas
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1. This set of papers illustrates Levels of Development in persuasive writing. All of
the sentences in these paper are taken directly from third grade student writing
samples.
2. This set of illustrative papers can be printed and read by each workshop
participant. A discussion of how development varies at each level is useful for
understanding the descriptions in the scoring rubric.
3. These papers were all written in response to the topic, “Should there be Zoos?”
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Three Levels of Development
Exceeds Standard
I think there should be zoos because the animals are safe and
will get lots of care. When they get sick they can get a vet, but
hopefully they won’t get sick because hopefully they are in a very
good zoo. In zoos they are away from their predators so they won’t
get hurt and they will live longer. Zoos bring in rare or endangered
animals so they will not die in the wild. Bald eagles could be extenct
if we did not have zoos. The only reason the bald eagles still exist is
zoos.
It’s fun to watch animals at the zoo. People of all ages can go
see and learn about animals. The zookeepers are educated in
meeting the needs of animals and teaching about animals to kids
and grown ups.
Zoos keep animals healthy. They get the right amount of fresh
water and food. They could die from starvation in the wild. When
they need medical care they they get it quickly. They may not like it,
but animals are better off in a zoo than in the wild.
Persuasive Writing: Ideas
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Sense of Completeness
•

Two features give a paper a sense of completeness:
–
–

•

The depth of the development of the information included
The paper coming to a natural close

Having a sense of completeness is not the same as
having a concluding statement or paragraph.
A paper may have a conclusion and still leave the
reader feeling that the information or argument
presented is incomplete if. . .

•
–
–

the body of the paper is only minimally developed.
there are gaps in the information that leave the reader with
questions.
Persuasive Writing: Ideas
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Organization
1. The Components of Organization
2. Organizational Patterns for Persuasive
Writing
3. Introduction-Body-Conclusion
4. Grouping of Ideas
5. Transitions

152
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The Components of Organization:

Organization

Organizational
Pattern

Grouping of
Ideas

Persuasive Writing: Organization

Transitions
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1. Organization refers to the order and logical relationships between the writer’s
ideas. The quality of the details are evaluated in Ideas.
2. The organization should not be so visible as to overwhelm the writer’s ideas.
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Organizational Patterns for
Persuasive Writing
Introduction

Supporting ideas

Conclusion

Argument

Address counter-argument

Conclusion

Introduction

Both sides of the issue

Conclusion

Introduction

Anecdote illustrating position

Conclusion

Introduction

Proposed plan and support

Conclusion

Persuasive Writing: Organization
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1. This slide provides some examples of organizational patterns for persuasive
writing. There are many other possible strategies. This list is not intended to be
exhaustive.
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Introduction-Body-Conclusion

Introduction: Sets the stage for the development of the
writer’s position and is consistent with the
purpose of the paper.
Body:

The details and examples that support the
writer’s position or plan.

Conclusion: Signals the reader that the paper is coming to
a close.
Persuasive Writing: Organization
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1. An effective introduction and conclusion advance the development of the writer’s
ideas and the reader’s understanding of the paper rather than simply repeating
what is in the body of the paper.
2. The writer can effectively prepare the reader for what is to follow without
providing a detailed roadmap to the entire paper.
3. Types of introductions: surprising fact or quotation, an interesting question.
4. Types of conclusions: summaries, opinions about the topic, questions to
generate further thinking or research.
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Grouping of Ideas
In order to effectively group ideas in a piece of writing, the
writer must first understand the logical relationships
between the ideas that support the controlling idea.
Grouping ideas within paragraphs is not the same as
formatting paragraphs. Grouping involves the logical
presentation of ideas rather than simply indenting to
begin a new paragraph.
Even if a writer fails to format paragraphs, the ideas may
still be grouped logically.
Persuasive Writing: Organization
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Transitions
Making Connections Between Ideas
• Transitions lead the reader through the paper by linking
parts of the paper and ideas within paragraphs.
• Transitions are used between sentences, between
paragraphs, within sentences and within paragraphs.
• Transitions can signal the type of relationships between
ideas.
• Transitions may be explicit or implicit
– May be a single word, a pronoun, a phrase, or a logical linking of
ideas
– Explicit transitional words: first, next, finally
– Implicit transitional devices: synonym and pronoun substitution,
moving from general to specific or from specific to general
Persuasive Writing: Organization
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1. Writers sometimes use ideas or phrases from the previous paragraph to begin a
new paragraph. This is called transitioning.
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Style
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The Components of Style
Word Choice
Levels of Language
Sensory Details
Strong Verbs
Audience Awareness and Tone
Voice
Style Strategies for Persuasive Writing
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The Components of Style

Style

Audience
Awareness

Word Choice

Persuasive Writing: Style
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Word Choice
• Effective word choice is determined on the basis of
audience, subject matter (topic), and purpose.
• Word choice establishes the tone of a piece of writing.
• Word choice involves more than the “correct” dictionary
meaning of a word.
• Word choice includes the connotations (the associations,
meanings, or emotions a word suggests) of words.
Persuasive Writing: Style
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1. Connotation: An association called up by a word that goes beyond its dictionary
definition. The attitude and emotional feelings associated with a word.
2. Denotation: The dictionary definition of a word.
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Levels of Language
(described in the Grade 3 Scoring Rubric)
Level

Example

Interesting and
Descriptive

“If it weren’t for zoos, animals like the bald
eagle would be extinct. Farmers spray
chemicals on their crops and that prevents the
bald eagles’ baby eggs from hatching.”

Simple and
ordinary

“Animals will be fed food and water. They will
be happy in a zoo.”

Persuasive Writing: Style
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Sensory Details
• What we see, hear, taste, smell, and feel
• Writers use sensory details to help the
reader imagine the experience.
• In persuasive argument against zoos, for
example, sensory details may help the
reader imagine being locked behind bars
with little food, water, or other animal
friends.
Persuasive Writing: Style
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Strong Verbs
• Strong action verbs make writing more
precise and persuasive. Strong verbs help
to illustrate the writer’s point with concrete
details that are compelling to the reader.
• Strong verbs: tiptoed, gobbled, stomped,
roared, sobbed
• Weak verbs: am, have, are, is, be, was,
had, were
Persuasive Writing: Style
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1. There are three categories of verbs: active verbs, passive verbs, and forms of
the verb "to be." Strong verbs are active verbs or verbs that show actions.
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Audience Awareness and Tone
•

Audience Awareness refers to the ways a writer can make an impression on
or engage the reader.
– Because a piece of writing is created to be read, an effective writer attempts to
create a relationship with his or her audience.
– The effective writer anticipates what the audience will find interesting or
engaging.

•

Tone refers to the attitude a writer expresses toward the reader, the subject,
and sometimes himself/herself. It reveals how the writer feels about what he
or she is saying.
– To be effective, tone must be consistent with the writer’s purpose.
– Tone is established through choice of words and details.
– Some of the techniques used to engage the audience vary by genre, but all
pieces of writing have a tone.

Persuasive Writing: Style
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Tone is established through choice of words and details.
•

Regardless of the audience stated in the prompt, students are required to
demonstrate language appropriate in a formal test setting.

•

Slang is not appropriate in a formal test setting.
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Demonstrating Audience Awareness in
Persuasive Writing
Effective writers use the following techniques to engage the
reader
• Descriptive Details
• Figurative Language: Imagery, similes, metaphors
• Authoritative voice
• Emotional appeals
• Addressing the reader
• Humor
• Personal anecdotes
• Rhetorical questions

Persuasive Writing: Style
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Voice
• A paper that demonstrates voice conveys a strong
sense of the person behind the words and the person’s
attitude toward the topic.
• The writer’s voice should be appropriate for the topic,
genre, and audience.
• Voice gives the reader the sense that the writer is talking
directly to him/her by creating a point of view that the
reader can relate to.
Ralph Fletcher:
• “Voice is the most important the most magical and powerful element
of writing.”
• “Voice makes the reader trust the writer, makes the reader feel an
individual relationship with the writer.”
Persuasive Writing: Style
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Style Strategies for Persuasive Writing
Strategies to Engage the Reader:
• Rhetorical Questions; “How would you feel if..”
• Addressing the reader: “You should” or “We all should”
• Emotional Appeals: “Animals are sad in zoos.”
• Use of the inclusive “We”
• Anticipating reader concerns about the issue
• Using personal experiences to support the writer’s
position
• Figurative Language
• Connotative Meanings
• Evocative Voice
Persuasive Writing: Style
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1. Persuasive prompts may yield more engaging language and concerned or
emotional tones, but these are no more or less effective than the technical
language and authoritative tones used in informational writing.
2. This is the end of Part Six. Ask participants if they have questions about the
terms in the Style rubric. Allow 5-10 minutes for discussion.
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Conventions
Go to Part IX. Conventions for the
Conventions rubric and information about
scoring this domain. The same
Conventions Rubric is used for all genres
of writing.
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1. Because there is only one Conventions rubric for all four genres of writing,
information about Conventions is included in a separate section, Part IX., rather
than included within each genre section.
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Sample Student Papers
Persuasive Papers with Score
Point Annotations
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Persuasive Writing Assignment
After reading “Should there be zoos”, have
the children give their opinion about whether
there should or should not be zoos. Students
have to give facts and supporting details for
their opinion.

The sample papers in this section were written in response to this
assignment. Student names have been removed for purposes of
privacy.
170

1. In order for participants to gain confidence in assessing student writing samples,
it is essential that they have multiple opportunities to apply the new Georgia
Grade 3 Writing Rubric.
2. Remind participants that they aren’t looking for an exact match with the rubric
description; they are looking for a best fit. A student paper may demonstrate
characteristics of two adjacent score points.
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Persuasive
Paper 1
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Annotations for Persuasive Paper 1
Ideas: Does Not Meet Standard
Although the writer states his opinion in the first sentence (“I think there should be no more
zoos”), there is little evidence of a focus or awareness of the persuasive purpose. Rather
than supporting the writer’s position, this brief paper contains unclear or irrelevant details
(“you leve the zoo you come home smell”). There is insufficient information to address the
issue.
Organization: Does Not Meet Standard
The paper does contain a one-sentence introduction, but there is little evidence of an
organizational pattern. The writer lists a few ideas about zoos, but they are not arranged in
a meaningful order. The ideas could be rearranged without affecting the paper’s meaning.
There is some evidence of transitions (“When you go,” “also”), but the paper lacks a
conclusion.
Style: Does Not Meet Standard
Language is simple, repetitive, and imprecise (“When you go to the zoo and you leve the
zoo you come home smell”). There is little use of strong verbs and adjectives. Awareness
of audience is limited to the use of “you” on two occasions. Overall, this brief paper lacks
interesting language and attention to the audience.
Conventions: Does Not Meet Standard
The paper contains several run-on sentences as the writer uses a period only at the end of
each paragraph. The writer does use an apostrophe in a contraction, but there are no
commas used. There are also some incorrect word forms (“come home smell”) and a
spelling error (“leve”). Although there are not a lot of errors, this brief paper contains more
errors than correct instances of sentence formation, usage, and mechanics.
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Persuasive
Paper 2
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Annotations for Persuasive Paper 2
Ideas: Does Not Meet Standard
Although the writer states his opinion in the first sentence (“I think there should
not be zoos”), there is little evidence of a focus or awareness of the persuasive
purpose. Examples and details are limited and unclear. It is not clear how the
writer’s point that “some people think animals are dangerous” supports the
position against zoos. There is insufficient information to address the issue.
Organization: Does Not Meet Standard
The paper does contain one-sentence introduction, but there is little evidence of
an organizational pattern. The writer lists a few ideas about zoos, but they are
not arranged in a meaningful order. The ideas could be rearranged without
affecting the paper’s meaning. There is some evidence of transitions (“When you
go,” “also”), but the paper lacks a conclusion.
Style: Does Not Meet Standard
Language is simple, repetitive, and imprecise. There is little use of strong verbs
and adjectives. Awareness of audience is limited to the use of “you” on two
occasions. Overall, the paper lacks interesting language and attention to the
audience.
Conventions: Does Not Meet Standard
This paper only contains four sentences, and there are errors in each
component of Conventions. There is a run-on sentence (“Imagine that you were
owned by a zoo you’d. . .”), a spelling error (“fell like letting out the animals”),
and an incorrectly used comma (“lions, and, tigers”). This brief response does
not demonstrate control of sentence formation, usage, and mechanics.
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Persuasive
Paper 3

175

175

Annotations for Persuasive Paper 3

Ideas: Does Not Meet Standard
The writer begins this paper by stating that “ther should be zoos,” but many details are
unclear and do not support the writer’s opinion (“some animals or so nast,” “The animas
or happy to see people. . . and some or sad”). Other ideas are irrelevant to the issue of
zoos (good to be a zebra). There is not enough relevant information to address the issue.
Organization: Does Not Meet Standard
There is little evidence of an organizational pattern in this paper. The writer states an
opinion in the first sentence, but the rest of the ideas are not arranged in a meaningful
order. There are no transitions from one idea to the next. The paper lacks a conclusion
as it ends abruptly (“I feel that is goo to be a zebra because the or happy and the zoo”).
Style: Does Not Meet Standard
The paper contains simple, repetitive, and imprecise language (“that wat hapen,” “Zoos
are good,” “goo to be a zebra”). The writer does not demonstrate awareness of audience.
Conventions: Does Not Meet Standard
There are frequent and severe errors in each component of Conventions: sentence
formation, usage, and mechanics. There are many incorrect word forms and misspelled
words. There are also run-on sentences as the writer uses periods only at the end of
each paragraph.
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Persuasive
Paper 4
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Annotations for Persuasive Paper 4
Ideas: Meets Standard
The writer’s position is clear (we should have zoos) and developed with some relevant
examples and details (the zookeeper takes care of animals, zoos help save
endangered animals, animals get help from the vet). The writer maintains a generally
consistent focus and provides sufficient information to address the issue. The
supporting details, however, are not well developed.
Organization: Meets Standard
The paper contains an introduction, body, and conclusion. Although the introduction
and conclusion are present, they are limited to a single sentence each. Related ideas
are generally grouped together although the writer switches back and forth between the
zookeeper and the vet. Some transitions are used (In the San Diego zoo, When the
animals have a tooth ache).
Style: Meets Standard
The paper contains a mixture of interesting language (“endangered animals,” “appears
to be sick,” “making sure their cages are clean”) and simple, ordinary language (“ they
help them,” “get all the animals”). Some strong verbs and adjectives are used. The
paper demonstrates some attention to the audience, and the writer’s concerned voice is
apparent.
Conventions: Meets Standard
The majority of sentences are clear and correct. Subject/verb agreement is generally
correct. There are a few missing commas, two spelling errors (“San Diego” and
“animals” are spelled incorrectly), and one incorrect verb form (“by feed them”). Overall,
the paper contains generally correct sentences, usage, and mechanics
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Persuasive
Paper 5
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Annotations for Persuasive Paper 5
Ideas: Meets Standard
The writer’s position (zoos can be dangerous) is clear and developed with some relevant
supporting ideas (visitors throw food at the animals, animals may not get enough food, the cages
are small). The writer includes an example (Ernie the Hippopotamus) to illustrate one of the
negative aspects of zoos. There is sufficient information to address the issue.
Organization: Meets Standard
The paper contains an introduction, body, and conclusion. The conclusion is somewhat abrupt as
the writer ends the paper by explaining why animals need more room than a zoo can provide.
Related ideas are generally grouped together. Some transitions are used (“for example,” “and,”
“Because they need room. . .”), but they are not particularly varied.
Style: Meets Standard
The paper contains a mixture of interesting language (“roll around on the ground just to scretch
out and be happy” “in the wild,” “their habitat”) and simple, ordinary language (“throw stuff,” “some
bad zoos”). The writer includes some descriptive language and sensory details (““shake their
cages,” “squashed”). There is some sense of the writer’s voice and some attention to the audience
(“Some people think that zoos are safer. Yes but they probably. . .”).
Conventions: Meets Standard
The paper contains generally correct instances of sentence formation, usage, and mechanics.
Some sentences begin with “and” or “because,” but the majority of sentences are clear and
correct. There are some spelling errors (“rong, freinds, scretch”), but most words are spelled
correctly including “hippopotamus.” There are also a few missing commas and one missing
apostrophe in a contraction (“theyll”), but the writer correctly capitalizes New Delhi and uses an
apostrophe to indicate possession. Subject-verb agreement is generally correct.
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Paper 6
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Persuasive
Paper 6
(page two)
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Annotations for Persuasive Paper 6
Ideas: Meets the Standard
The writer clearly states a position on the issue (zoos are good for animals) and provides several
reasons to support this position (animals get vaccines, food, and shelter). The writer includes
some relevant details and examples (animals would freeze without shelter, animals will live longer
if they are healthy). The paper contains sufficient information to address the topic, but the
repetition of ideas prevents the paper from being well developed. It is not necessary to introduce
each supporting idea with a statement announcing that it is another reason (“here are some more
reasons, here is one more reason I have already said before”).
Organization: Meets the Standard
The paper contains an introduction, body, and conclusion. The writer uses a question and answer
strategy to set up the introduction, but the conclusion essentially repeats information from the
introduction. Related ideas are generally grouped together. Transitions are used, but they are not
varied (“One reason, here are some more reasons, another reason, here is one more reason I
have already said before”).
Style: Meets the Standard
The paper contains a mixture of interesting language (“When they are healthy the animals live
longer,” “they have warmth,” “the comfort needed in a shelter”) and simple, repetitive language
(“One reason,” “here are some more reasons,” “another reason,” “here is one more reason I have
already said before”). The use of the question and answer in the opening is evidence of audience
awareness.
Conventions: Meets the Standard
The paper contains a majority of clear, correct sentences. There are two sentences that begin with
a coordinating conjunction, but one of them may be considered functional as it follows a question.
There are a few missing commas, but subject-verb agreement, capitalization, and spelling are
generally correct. Although sentence formation, usage, and mechanics are generally correct, the
writer does not demonstrate much variety in the components of Conventions.
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Persuasive
Paper 7
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Annotations for Persuasive Paper 7
Ideas: Meets Standard
The writer’s position is clear: we need zoos to save animals. The writer supports this position with
relevant examples and details about zoo keepers (they are qualified, they teach children about
animals, they feed and take care of animals, and they help endangered animals). The information
about zoo keepers illustrates why it’s important to have zoos. The paper contains sufficient
information to address the issue.
Organization: Meets Standard
The paper contains an introduction, body, and conclusion. The introduction sets up the writer’s
approach to the topic (focusing on the positive qualities of zoo keepers to illustrate why zoos are
needed), and the conclusion expresses the writer’s opinion on zoos in general (we need them to
save animals). The writer uses questions to transition from one idea to the next. Related ideas are
generally grouped together.
Style: Exceeds Standard
The paper contains interesting language throughout (“prepared a healthy diet,” “the endangered
list”). The writer directly addresses the reader and uses questions to capture the reader’s interest
(“Do you think the zoos hire people with no college degree? No, they don’t” “So save animals.
Don’t kill them”). The writer’s impassioned voice is clear and appropriate to the persuasive
purpose. The descriptive language enhances the persuasive tone of the paper.
Conventions: Exceeds Standard
The paper contains consistently correct sentences, usage, and mechanics. Each element is
demonstrated in a variety of contexts. The writer punctuates quotations, uses a variety of
punctuation (commas, apostrophes, parentheses), and includes a variety of sentence structures.
Subject-verb agreement and spelling are also consistently correct.
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Paper 8
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Persuasive
Paper 8
(page 2)
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Annotations for Persuasive Paper 8
Ideas: Exceeds Standard
The writer’s position (we need zoos to protect animals) is clear and well developed. The writer provides relevant
examples and details throughout the paper (security guards protect animals at zoos, hunters harm animals,
campers litter and damage the environment for animals). The writer is consistently focused on the topic and the
persuasive purpose. The paper contains complete information, and the issue is well developed.
Organization: Exceeds Standard
The paper contains an introduction, body, and conclusion. Within the body of the paper, related ideas are grouped
together. The first paragraph deals with how the security of zoos can prevent harm caused by hunters and
campers. The following paragraphs then document how hunters and campers hurt animals. The conclusion
reiterates how zoos can solve these problems. The writer uses varied transitional elements to link ideas (“for
example,” questions, “see,” “when we went camping,” “If they would have. . .”).
Style: Exceeds Standard
The writer’s concerned voice is clear and appropriate to the persuasive purpose (“Every time I go over there I feel
sad for the animals”). The paper contains interesting language throughout (“I bet those deer wish they were in the
zoo,” “a squirrel digging in the trash,” “cans in the fire pits”). Descriptive language and strong verbs enhance the
persuasive tone of the paper. The writer demonstrates attention to the audience throughout the paper, from the
sound of guns to open the paper to the final sentence of the paper (“We need zoos because zoos will be kind to
animals”).
Conventions: Exceeds Standard
This paper contains a few errors, but they are minor and do not interfere with meaning. There are three spelling
mistakes (camers, securety, crul), but the vast majority of words are spelled correctly (including “squirrel,”
“protected,” “weapons”). There are also a few sentences that begin with coordinating conjunctions (and, but, so),
but the writer demonstrates competence in a variety of sentence structures. There is only one word form error
(“easy” is used instead of “easily”), and subject/verb agreement is consistently correct. Commas are used in a
series, and apostrophes are used in possessives. Overall, the writer demonstrates control of sentence formation,
usage, and mechanics.
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Persuasive
Paper 9
(page two)
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Annotations for Persuasive Paper 9
Ideas: Exceeds Standard
The writer’s position is clear (we don’t need zoos) and well developed. The paper contains
relevant supporting ideas (animals aren’t fed well, cages are washed with harmful chemicals,
animals have privacy and aren’t harmed by visitors in the wild) that are elaborated with examples
(Ernie the hippopotamus swallowed a tennis ball) and details (animals are allergic to cleaning
chemicals). The paper contains complete information to address the issue, and the writer’s focus
is sustained.
Organization: Exceeds Standard
The paper contains a strong introduction, body, and conclusion. The writer effectively introduces
the issue by asking the reader to remember going to the zoo. Related ideas are grouped together
in the body of the paper. The paper ends by concluding that animals would be better off in the
wild. The writer uses a variety of transitional elements to link ideas (“Because of what I learned,”
“In the wild,” “That’s not all,” “for example”).
Style: Exceeds Standard
The writer’s concerned voice is clear and appropriate throughout the paper. Attention to the
audience is demonstrated in the introduction (opening questions), body (“I bet he wishes he were
in the wild!”), and conclusion. Descriptive, interesting language (“their privacy,” “chemicals the
animals are allergic to,” “swallowing a tennis ball and getting washed with chemicals”) and strong
verbs enhance the persuasive tone of the paper.
Conventions: Exceeds Standard
The paper demonstrates control of sentence formation, usage, and mechanics. Sentences are
consistently clear and correct, including complex and compound sentences. Subject/verb
agreement is consistently correct. A variety of punctuation is also used correctly. The paper
contains only three errors (“not use to them,” “privaciy,” “feedind”). The writer correctly spells
many difficult words (“chemicals, swallowed, visitors, allergic”).
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Paper 10
(page two)
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(page three)
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Paper 10
(page four)
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Annotations for
Persuasive Paper 10
Ideas: Exceeds Standard
The writer’s position (we need zoos) is clear and well developed with relevant supporting ideas
(living in the wild can be dangerous for animals, how zoos protect animals, zoos spend money
wisely). The writer includes examples and details to develop the supporting ideas (deer heads on
walls, fur coats, harmful chemicals, security cameras and guards, informational pamphlets). The
paper contains complete information, and the writer’s focus is sustained.
Organization: Exceeds Standard
The paper contains a strong introduction (sound of animals getting killed), body, and conclusion
(put yourself in an animal’s position). Related ideas are grouped together, and subheadings are
used to introduce the supporting ideas. A variety of transitional elements are used to link ideas
(“When they get killed,” “also,” “one more example,” “If zoos didn’t. . .”). The overall organizational
pattern is clear and appropriate to persuasive writing.
Style: Exceeds Standard
The writer demonstrates attention to the audience in the introduction (“Would you want to get
turned into a coat or some leather pants?”), body (“A lot of people think that zoos are careless with
their money”), and conclusion (“Would you want to be extinct? Or would you want to live in a
zoo?”). The writer’s impassioned voice is clear and appropriate. The descriptive language and
strong verbs enhance the persuasive tone of the paper. Interesting language is demonstrated
throughout the response.
Conventions: Exceeds Standard
Sentence formation, usage, and mechanics are consistently correct in a variety of contexts. The
writer uses a variety of sentence structures. Spelling and punctuation are consistently correct
(with the exception of “securty” and a few missing commas). Commas are used in a series and
after introductory words. Apostrophes are used in possessives. Subject/verb agreement is
consistently correct.
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Practice Scoring
Persuasive Practice
Papers 1 - 10
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Score Sheet for Persuasive Practice Papers
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1
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Defining Narrative Writing
What Narrative Writing Is and Is Not
Narrative Rubrics
Ideas
Organization
Style
Conventions
Sample Student Papers
Practice Scoring
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Defining Narrative Writing
Narrative Writing: Writing that tells a story or gives an
account of something that has happened. The purpose is
to recount a story grounded in personal experience or
the writer’s imagination.
Methods:
• Uses a setting, characters, circumstances or events, a
plot, and a point of view to tell a story.
• Description of these elements is a key factor.
• May employ strategies such as flashback,
foreshadowing, dialogue, tension, or suspense to
develop the story
• Contains a beginning, middle, and end and these
sections are usually presented chronologically.
Narrative Writing
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What Narrative Writing Is and Is Not
An effective narrative composition. . .

An effective narrative composition is NOT . . .

Tells a personal or imaginative story

A list of events and/or facts

May include the writer’s imagination and personal
experiences that are related to the story

An abundance of facts or personal anecdotes that are
unrelated to the topic

Contains narrative elements such as characters, plot,
point of view, and setting

Formulaic, repetitive writing

Presents ideas in a clear, chronological sequence

A list of reasons, opinions, or unrelated episodes

Presents a story that has a well developed beginning,
middle, and end

A paper that lacks a clear beginning, middle, and end

Uses a lively writing voice to engage the reader

Flat, uninteresting writing

Uses vivid sensory details and descriptive adjectives and
verbs

A response that contains imprecise language

Uses a variety of sentences

A response with little sentence variety

Contains correct sentences, usage, grammar, and
spelling that make the writer's ideas understandable

Incorrect sentences, usage, grammar, and spelling that
prevent the reader from understanding the writer's ideas

Narrative Writing
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Narrative Rubrics

Narrative Writing
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Ideas
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The Components of Ideas
Focus in Narrative Writing
Narrative Purpose
Narrative Point of View
Elements of Supporting Details
Relevance of Ideas
Development of Ideas
Three Levels of Development
Sense of Completeness
Character Development
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The Components of Ideas

Ideas

Focus

Supporting
Details

Character
Development

Development/
Completeness

Narrative Writing: Ideas
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1. A component is a feature of writing within a particular domain.
2. An element is a feature of writing within a particular component.
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Focus in Narrative Writing
• In narrative writing, the focus of the story may be
character development, the plot, a setting and
time period, or a deeper theme.
• Part of maintaining focus is selecting relevant
details that advance the story and leaving out
information that may distract the reader from the
focus of the story.
• The focus is usually implied rather than stated
directly.
• Maintaining a clear point of view also indicates
focus.
Narrative Writing: Ideas
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Narrative Purpose
The purpose of a narrative is to tell a story and
capture the reader’s interest.
Writers may have many purposes for telling a
specific story:
– Some stories have a meaning that goes deeper than
simply the events.
– Sometimes the writer has a point to make.
– Sometimes the writer wants the reader to understand
something personal about himself/herself or to
present a lesson about living.
Narrative Writing: Ideas
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Narrative Point of View
Point of view is the perspective from which a
story is presented to a reader.
• Third person narrator (omniscient): not a
character in the story
• First person narrator: a character who
observes or participates in the story

Narrative Writing: Ideas
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Elements of Supporting Details

Supporting
Details

Relevance

Development

Narrative Writing: Ideas
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1. Supporting ideas can be developed with examples, comparisons, descriptions,
personal experiences
2. Supporting details help recreate the events of the story in the reader’s mind.
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Relevance of Ideas

Relevance

Writer’s Topic

Purpose

Narrative Writing: Ideas
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1. In a narrative, ideas are relevant if they advance the writer’s purpose.
2. For example, in an imaginative story about a snowman, anything the snowman
does or says is obviously relevant to the story.
3. Writers may begin a story about a snowman by describing how they woke up
and saw that it was snowing outside. Details about getting ready to play in the
snow (putting on a coat, gloves, hat) are relevant as they relate to the plot and
setting. Details about what the writer ate for breakfast, taking a shower, brushing
teeth, etc. do not directly advance or enhance the plot of the story.
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Character Development
Characters can be developed through:
• Action
– What the characters do, feel, or think

• Dialogue
– What the characters say

• Description
– What the characters look like

Narrative Writing: Ideas
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Development of Ideas

Idea
Development

Depth of
Development

Completeness

Narrative Writing: Ideas
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1. Effective writing requires both depth and fluency to create a sense of
completeness.
2.

Depth of development refers to the degree to which the story is elaborated through various layers of
supporting details.

3.

Fluency of Ideas pertains to the quantity of supporting details rather than the degree of development of any
one idea.

4. Supporting details can be developed by statistics, factual information,
anecdotes, etc., and these can be further developed with more specific details
that might be factual or descriptive.
5. Secondary and Tertiary layers of details are characteristic of fully developed
papers. Incomplete papers may contain only a single layer of support consisting
of vague or listed ideas.
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Three Levels of Development
Does Not Meet Standard
On a cold night a kid made a snowman. He put a hat on
it. He put rocks for his eyes. When he put a scarf around
its neck he came alive.
Meets Standard
On a cold night in February a kid named Freddy made a
snowman. He put a black hat on it. He used two pieces
of charcoal for his eyes. When he put a long striped scarf
on its neck the snowman came alive. A big boy came
and kidnapped the snowman. The snowman was in a
van. The van stopped at a river. The big boy was going
to push the snowman into the water but when he opened
the door of the van the snowman was gone.
Narrative Writing: Ideas
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1. This set of papers illustrates Levels of Development in narrative writing. All of
the sentences in these paper are taken directly from third grade student writing
samples.
2. This set of illustrative papers can be printed and read by each workshop
participant. A discussion of how development varies at each level is useful for
understanding the descriptions in the scoring rubric.
3. These papers were written in response to an imaginative story prompt about
snowmen.
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Three Levels of Development
Exceeds Standard
On a cold night in February a boy named Freddy built a
snowman. He put a black hat on it. He used two black pieces of
charcoal for the eyes. When he wrapped a long striped scarf around
the snowman’s neck, the snowman came alive. A bird saw the
snowman and was scared of it. The snowman was friendly and said
“Hi” to the bird. They became good friends.
One night the bird saw a big boy pick up the snowman and
kidnap him. The boy put the snowman in a van. The bird saw the
van begin to move through the darkness. Wherever the van went,
the bird did too. Finally the van stopped at a frozen river. The big
boy got out of the van and got a shovel. He broke the ice over the
water. He was planning to push the snowman in to the river, but
when he opened the door of the van the snowman was gone.
Freddy never did know what happened to his snowman. But the bird
knew.

Narrative Writing: Ideas
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Sense of Completeness
•

Two features give a paper a sense of completeness:
–
–

•

The depth of the development of the information included
The paper coming to a natural close

Having a sense of completeness is not the same as
having a concluding statement or paragraph.
A paper may have a conclusion and still leave the
reader feeling that the information presented is
incomplete if. . .

•
–
–

the body of the paper is only minimally developed.
there are gaps in the information that leave the reader with
questions.
Narrative Writing: Ideas
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Organization
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Components of Organization
Narrative Organizational Patterns
Beginning-Middle-End
Chronological Sequence of Ideas
Transitions
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The Components of Organization:

Organization

Organizational
Pattern

Chronological
Sequence of
Ideas
Narrative Writing: Organization

Transitions
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1. Organization refers to the order and logical relationships between the writer’s
ideas. The quality of the details are evaluated in Ideas.
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Narrative Organizational Patterns
•
•
•

Beginning, middle, end
Flashback: end, beginning, middle
Beginning, situation or conflict, climax,
resolution of the conflict

Narrative Writing: Organization
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Beginning-Middle-End

Beginning:

Sets the stage for the development of the
writer’s ideas and is consistent with the
purpose of the paper.

Middle:

The details and examples that support the
controlling idea.

End:

Signals the reader that the paper is coming to
a close.
Narrative Writing: Organization
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1. An effective beginning, middle, and end advance the development of the writer’s ideas and the
reader’s understanding of the story.
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Chronological Sequence of Ideas
Sequencing: the way the writer orders the main ideas of the
story to implement the overall plan.
Effective sequencing: Ideas will build logically on one
another and lead the reader through the story.
Ineffective sequencing: The main events may have little
relationship to one another and could be presented in
any order.
Clear sequencing helps the reader understand the writer’s
story.
Narrative Writing: Organization
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Transitions
Making Connections Between Ideas
• Transitions lead the reader through the paper by linking
parts of the paper and ideas within paragraphs.
• Transitions are used between sentences, between
paragraphs, and within sentences and within
paragraphs.
• Transitions can signal the type of relationships between
ideas.
• Transitions can signal the reader that time has passed.
• Transitions may be explicit or implicit:
– May be a single word, a pronoun, a phrase, or a logical linking of
ideas
– Explicit transitional words: first, next, finally
– Implicit transitional devices: synonym and pronoun substitution,
moving from general to specific or from specific to general
Narrative Writing: Organization
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1. Writers sometimes use ideas or phrases from the previous paragraph to begin a
new paragraph. This is called transitioning.
2. These are some examples of time transitions from Narrative Paper 8 (“So, as
soon as, after that, then, the next morning”).
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Style
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The Components of Style
Word Choice
Types of Language
Levels of Language
Strong Verbs
Audience Awareness and Tone
Voice
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The Components of Style

Style

Audience
Awareness

Word Choice

Narrative Writing: Style
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Word Choice
• Effective word choice is determined on the basis of the
writer’s purpose.
• Word choice establishes the tone of a narrative.
• Word choice involves more than the “correct” dictionary
meaning of a word.
• Word choice includes the connotations (the associations,
meanings, or emotions a word suggests) of words.
Narrative Writing: Style
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1. Connotation: An association called up by a word that goes beyond its dictionary
definition. The attitude and emotional feelings associated with a word.
2. Denotation: The dictionary definition of a word.
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Types of Language
Interesting Language
• Sensory Details: what the characters see, hear, taste,
smell, and feel. Writers use details that appeal to the
senses to help the reader imagine the events of the
story.
• Descriptive: conveys an idea, image, or impression.
• Figurative: figures of speech or phrases that suggest
meanings different from their literal meanings
(hyperbole, metaphor, simile, irony).
Simple, Ordinary Language
• Common words that are correct but not precise.
Narrative Writing: Style
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Levels of Language
(described in the Grade 3 Scoring Rubric)
Level

Example

Interesting and
Descriptive

“One dark and snowy night there was a
blizzard. I got up and looked out of my window
wondering when it would stop.”

Simple and
ordinary

“Once upon a time there was a snowman
named Bob.”

Narrative Writing: Style
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Strong Verbs
• Strong action verbs make writing more
precise and interesting. Strong verbs help
to illustrate the events of the story with
concrete details that capture the reader’s
interest.
• Strong verbs: tiptoed, gobbled, stomped,
roared, sobbed
• Weak verbs: am, have, are, is, be, was,
had, were
Narrative Writing: Style
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Audience Awareness and Tone
• Audience Awareness refers to the ways a writer can make an
impression on or engage the reader.
– Because a piece of writing is created to be read, an effective writer
attempts to create a relationship with his or her audience.
– The effective writer anticipates what the audience will find interesting or
engaging.

• Tone refers to the attitude a writer expresses toward the reader, the
subject, and sometimes himself/herself. It reveals how the writer
feels about what he or she is saying.
– To be effective, tone must be consistent with the writer’s purpose.
– Tone is established through choice of words and details.
– Some of the techniques used to engage the audience vary by genre, but
all pieces of writing have a tone.

Narrative Writing: Style
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1. Types of tone in narrative writing: humorous, suspenseful, exciting, serious, etc.
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Demonstrating Audience Awareness in
Narrative Writing
Effective writers use the following techniques to
engage the reader
• Descriptive Details
• Figurative Language: Imagery, similes,
metaphors
• Dialogue
• Addressing the reader
• Humor
• Showing vs. Telling
Narrative Writing: Style
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Voice
A paper that demonstrates voice conveys a strong
sense of the person behind the words.
Voice in personal narrative:
“Have you ever had a cousin who is exactly like yourself,
and you still have fun together? Well, I certainly do.”

Voice in imaginative stories:
“One dark and snowy night there was a blizzard. I got up
and looked out of my window wondering when it would
stop.”
Narrative Writing: Style
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1. Ralph Fletcher:
•

“Voice is the most important the most magical and powerful element of
writing.”

•

“Voice makes the reader trust the writer, makes the reader feel an
individual relationship with the writer.”
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Conventions
Go to Part IX. Conventions for the
Conventions rubric and information about
scoring this domain. The Conventions
Rubric is the same for all genres of
writing.
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1. Because there is only one Conventions rubric for all four genres of writing,
information about Conventions is included in a separate section, Part IX., rather
than included within each genre section.
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Sample Student Papers
Narrative Papers with Score Point
Annotations
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Narrative Writing Assignments
Personal Narrative
Write about a special memory that involves someone
who is close to you. Be sure to include vivid language
that would include all the senses.
Imaginative Story
Write a fantasy story about snowmen. You may place
your snowman in a setting of your choice. Make sure
you include vivid language and a great lead sentence.
The sample papers in this section were written in response to these
assignments. Student names have been removed for purposes of privacy.
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1. In order for participants to gain confidence in assessing student writing samples,
it is essential that they have multiple opportunities to apply the new Georgia
Grade 3 Writing Rubrics.
2. Remind participants that they aren’t looking for an exact match with the rubric
description; they are looking for a best fit. A student paper may demonstrate
characteristics of two adjacent levels.
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Narrative
Paper 1

251

251

Annotations for Narrative Paper 1

Ideas: Does Not Meet Standard
There is little evidence of narrative purpose or point of view. Each sentence in this brief paper is about snowmen,
but there is no beginning. The paper begins in the middle of the action. The writer does not describe what kind of
magic the snowman had or why the snowman ran away. Characters are not developed. The reader receives no
information about the boy who made the snowman. There is not enough information to tell a story.
Organization: Does Not Meet Standard
There is little evidence of a narrative organizational pattern. The paper does not have a beginning, but the other
events in the story appear to be sequenced chronologically. There are no transitions. Lack of an appropriate
narrative organizational pattern prevents the paper from meeting the standard.
Style: Does Not Meet Standard
There is no descriptive language or sensory details, only action. The language used to tell the story is very simple
(“The snowman did not know he had magic.”) and repetitive. There is no awareness of audience.
Conventions: Does Not Meet Standard
The majority of the five sentences in this paper are clear and correct, but there is little variety. There is one subject
verb agreement error (“the snowman know”), which would not be significant in a longer paper, but becomes more
important in this brief paper. Other nouns and verbs are very simple forms. Plural pronouns are used correctly.
Spelling and capitalization are correct. Overall, however, there are not enough correct examples of any component
to demonstrate control of Conventions.
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Narrative
Paper 2

253

253

Annotations for Narrative Paper 2
Ideas: Does Not Meet Standard
There is little evidence of focus in this response. The writer names and lists
characters (King, Jack Back, Snowy, Furball, Cather) and their ages, but the details
and descriptions are limited or irrelevant. There is insufficient information to tell a
story. The plot is not clear.
Organization: Does Not Meet Standard
The paper contains a limited beginning, middle, and end. There is little evidence of an
organizational pattern. Ideas are listed rather than sequenced in a chronological
order. There is little evidence of transitions.
Style: Does Not Meet Standard
Language is simple, repetitive, and imprecise (“wen jackback was aght and snowy
was seven and furball was nine an cather was ten”). Listing the names and ages of
characters indicates a lack of audience awareness. The paper does not contain
sensory details or descriptive language.
Conventions: Does Not Meet Standard
The paper contains severe and frequent errors in sentence formation, usage, and
mechanics. There are many run-ons, fragments, spelling errors, and incorrect verb
forms. Capitalization and punctuation are not correctly demonstrated.
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Narrative
Paper 3

255

255

Annotations for Narrative Paper 3
Ideas: Does Not Meet Standard
There is little evidence of focus on the narrative purpose. Characters are
introduced (vampires, dragons, skeletons) then never heard from again. Details
and descriptions are limited. There is not enough information to tell a story. The
reader is left with many questions.
Organization: Does Not Meet Standard
Although the story has a beginning and an end, the first half of the middle seems
to have little to do with the second half of the middle and does not advance the
story. The writer even mentions this: “Oh wait lets get back to the story.”). From
the middle of the paper on, events are related in chronological order. There is
little evidence of transitions. Weaknesses in all components of organization
prevent this paper from meeting the standard.
Style: Does Not Meet Standard
The writer attempts to describe what vampires, dragons, and skeletons were
wearing on Halloween, but these descriptions are not relevant to the story line.
There is little description of Rose, or Kevin the snowman. Language is very
simple (“they wanted another friend”). There is little awareness of audience.
Conventions: Does Not Meet Standard
The majority of sentences are incorrect. Most of the paper consists of long, runtogether sentences. Usage is generally correct with the exception of “a snowman
named Kevin he,” but most noun and verb forms are simple. The majority of
errors are in mechanics. There are frequent and severe errors in spelling which
distract the reader. It is not possible to determine if capitalization is correct
because it appears that some letters are always upper case. Overall, there is not
enough control demonstrated to meet the standard.
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Narrative
Paper 4
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Annotations for Narrative Paper 4
Ideas: Does Not Meet Standard
The writer begins to describe a trip to Florida, but the paper lacks sufficient
information to tell a story. Details and descriptions are limited. The characters and
events are only beginning to be developed.
Organization: Does Not Meet Standard
The paper is too brief to contain a clear beginning, middle, and end. The writer lists
several things he/she did in Florida (stayed for a few weeks, got a souvenier, swam in
the ocean, made some friends), but it is unclear whether the events are arranged in a
chronological sequence. There is little evidence of transitions.
Style: Does Not Meet Standard
The paper contains little descriptive language or sensory details (“when I went to
florida and I swimed in the Ocean and I made some new friends”). There is little
attention to the audience.
Conventions: Does Not Meet Standard
Most of this brief paper consists of run-on sentences. There are also errors in word
forms (swimed), spelling (sevoner), and capitalization (florida, Ocean). The writer
does not demonstrate competence in punctuation.
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Narrative
Paper 5

259
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Annotations for Narrative Paper 5
Ideas: Meets Standard
The writer is focused on the narrative purpose and all of the information included in the story is
relevant. There are some details included about what happened after the snowman came alive,
how the snowman was a troublemaker, and how the children felt after the snowman melted. The
writer partially develops the character of the snowman by revealing that he is a troublemaker.
There is sufficient information to tell a story.
Organization: Meets Standard
The paper contains a beginning, middle, and end. Ideas are appropriately sequenced in
chronological order. The writer uses simple transitions (“Soon,” “Then”). The ending is effective for
a grade three writer (not limited to a single sentence).
Style: Meets Standard
The paper is a mixture of interesting language (“Along time ago on a snowy night,” “troublemaker,”
“Making all kinds of noises,” “the children cheered and said summer will soon come”) and simple
language. There is some awareness of audience as the writer describes the children’s behavior
after building the snowman, and after he melts (fighting and cheering). There is a sense of the
writer’s voice.
Conventions: Meets Standard
The majority of sentences are correct, but there are several fragments at the beginning of the
paper. Usage is generally correct except for “One of the kids build.” Spelling, punctuation, and
capitalization are correct but not varied. Overall, there is enough control demonstrated to meet the
standard.
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Narrative
Paper 6

261

261

Narrative
Paper 6
(page two)
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Narrative
Paper 6
(page three)
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Annotations for Narrative Paper 6
Ideas: Meets Standard
The writer is focused on the narrative purpose and all of the information included in the story is
relevant to the story of the snowman. There is a lapse in point of view at the end when the writer
says, “They had so much fun just like me.” Until that point, the story had been told in the third
person. The writer provides details in each part of the story (why Tyler’s life isn’t going well, the
hat appears, the snowman coming to life, bringing in more people). The character of Tyler is
beginning to be developed, first through description then through actions (going to get his friends
to share in the fun with the snowman). There is sufficient information to tell the story.
Organization: Meets Standard
The paper contains a beginning, middle, and end. Ideas are presented in a chronological
sequence. The writer uses simple transitions (“So,” “Then”).
Style: Meets Standard
Word choice is a mixture of interesting language (“His principal said, You are crazy.” “Just then he
heard a tap against his window. It was the hat again.” “He was shocked”) and simple, ordinary
language (“Then he went to go get a little more people.”). The writer attempts to use dialogue to
engage the audience, but does not always choose interesting conversation to include. There is a
sense of the writer’s voice.
Conventions: Meets Standard
The majority of the sentences are correct, but the writer begins many sentences with conjunctions
“But” and “So,” indicating that the writer does not yet understand how to coordinate independent
clauses to create complex sentences. Usage is generally clear and correct. Errors are very minor
(the snowman said his name is,” “Do you want me to go get Kyle that lives three houses down
from him.”). The reader cannot tell who the pronoun “him” refers to: Is it the narrator or the
snowman? There are a couple of misspelled words (eather, mornning, peaple, ascket), but the
majority of mechanics is correct.
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Narrative
Paper 7

265
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Annotations for Narrative Paper 7
Ideas: Meets Standard
The writer is generally focused on the narrative purpose and maintains a consistent
point of view. The writer provides some details about the trip, but not very many
details about the “cool things” in Jacksonville. There is some development of the
main character and the father of the main character. There is sufficient information to
tell a story.
Organization: Meets Standard
The paper contains a limited beginning, middle, and end. None of the parts are
strong, but the ending is more effective than the beginning or middle. Ideas are
presented in a chronological sequence. The writer uses transitions to link ideas (“We
went because,” “When we got there,” “Then when it was,” “Then when”).
Style: Meets Standard
The paper is a mix of interesting language (“my special memory,” “enthusiastic,” “I
couldn’t wait”) and simple ordinary language (”We went after school on Friday
night.”). The writer shares some of his/her anticipation and enthusiasm. There is a
sense of the writer’s voice and some awareness of audience evident in the use of
dialogue.
Conventions: Meets Standard
The majority of sentences are correct, but there are some fragments. The writer is
just beginning to practice joining clauses into more complex sentences. Usage is
clear and correct (except my dad he”), but there is not much variety. The elements of
mechanics are generally correct with the exception of the capitalization of each word
in the father’s speech. Overall, there is enough control demonstrated in conventions
to meet the standard.
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Narrative
Paper 8
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Annotations for Narrative Paper 8
Ideas: Meets Standard
The writer is generally focused on the narrative purpose and maintains a consistent point of view.
The story is told in the first person and the narrator is the main character. The writer includes
relevant details in each scene (asking to go to the mall, going to the bathroom, sneaking away in
the night). The writer develops his/her own character by injecting humorous responses into the
story (“I screamed bloody murder”). There is sufficient information to tell a story.
Organization: Meets Standard
The paper contains a clear beginning, middle, and end. Ideas are presented in a chronological
sequence. The writer uses transitions throughout the paper (“So”, “as soon as,” “after that,” “then,”
“the next morning”).
Style: Meets Standard
The paper is a mixture of interesting language (“screamed bloody murder,” “stopped for a
second,” “bathroom dance,” “he laid on the ground outside”) and simple, ordinary language. Some
descriptive details are used (“bathroom dance”). The writer’s voice is clear, especially in the aside
to the reader that ends the paper (“Well I said he was a great friend.”). There is attention to the
audience in the humor the writer uses to tell the story.
Conventions: Meets Standard
The majority of sentences are clear and correct but there are some run-on sentences in the last
paragraph. Subjects and verbs generally agree except for “we was.” Nouns and verbs are formed
correctly (except “laided”). The elements of mechanics are generally correct, but there are some
missing commas and missing quotation marks. Spelling is correct except for the writer’s use of “u”
for the word “you.” Overall, there is enough control demonstrated to meet the standard.
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Narrative
Paper 9

269

269

Narrative
Paper 9
(page two)
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Annotations for Narrative Paper 9
Ideas: Exceeds Standard
The writer’s focus on the narrative purpose is sustained through the paper and the first person
point of view is consistent. The writer includes relevant details in each section of the paper (what
the roller coaster was like, how scared I was, how the Flier operates, riding the Pirate Ship). The
narrator is the main character, and the writer develops this character by explaining how each ride
felt and how scary it was). The events of the story are well developed.
Organization: Exceeds Standard
The narrative organizational pattern is clear and appropriate. The beginning, middle, and end of
the paper are all strong and effective. The writer relates the events in a chronological sequence.
Varied transitions are used consistently through the paper (“The first ride,” “After that,” “when we
were done,” “we took a break,” “then we went,” “it was getting dark,” “we finally went”).
Style: Exceeds Standard
The writer consistently uses sensory details and descriptive language to describe the experience
of the rides at the fair (“I felt like I was going to fall off,” “You have to lay down on the thing and it
starts going in circles,” “My heart was beating so fast,” “I felt like throwing up”). The writer’s voice
is strong and the tone of excitement and fear is sustained. The writer demonstrates awareness of
audience in the asides to the reader (“okay, maybe just a little”).
Conventions: Exceeds Standard
Sentences are consistently clear, correct, and varied. Usage is correct and varied. Mechanics is
generally correct, although a few commas after introductory clauses are missing. Quotations are
punctuated correctly. An ellipsis is used correctly. Proper nouns are capitalized correctly.
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Narrative
Paper 10
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Narrative
Paper 10
(page two)
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Narrative
Paper 10
(page three)
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Narrative
Paper 10
(page four)
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Annotations for Narrative Paper 10
Ideas: Exceeds Standard
The writer’s focus on the narrative purpose is sustained through the paper and the first person point of view is
consistent. The writer includes relevant details in each section of the paper (the blizzard, getting up and going
outside, building the snowman, the snowman coming to life, hunting for the carrot nose, meltdown). The
characters of DJ the snowman and the narrator are well developed through dialogue and action. The events of the
story are well developed.
Organization: Exceeds Standard
The organizational pattern is clear and appropriate, and the beginning, middle, and end are strong and effective.
The writer thoroughly sets the context for the story on the first page (the blizzard, hurrying to get outside to play).
The ending of the story is fully developed and sophisticated for a grade three writer. The body of the paper is
sequenced chronologically. Transitions are used effectively and consistently throughout the paper (“one dark and
snowy night, one hour later, then all of a sudden, one day, suddenly”).
Style: Exceeds Standard
The writer consistently uses sensory details and descriptive language to describe the events of the story (“One
dark and snowy night,” “wondering when it would stop,” “the snow that the blizzard had left behind,” “put the final
touches on,” “a popsicle which was warmer,” “came upon a small cabin”). The writer’s voice is strong throughout
the paper, describing his/her thoughts and reactions to the events (“He is very happy to be here I thought.” “I
thought he could not make up his mind, so I started to say…”). The writer engages the audience through the use
of dialogue and description.
Conventions: Exceeds Standard
Sentences are consistently clear, correct, varied and sophisticated. The writer inserts an adverbial phrase
correctly. Usage is correct and varied except for the writer’s use of the wrong forms of the words “too” and “which.”
There are a couple of misspelled words, but what is correct far outweighs these minor errors. The writer
demonstrates sustained control of all components.
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Narrative
Paper 11
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277

Narrative
Paper 11
(page two)
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Annotations for Narrative Paper 11
Ideas: Exceeds Standard
The writer’s focus on the narrative purpose is sustained through the paper and the point of view is consistent. The
writer includes relevant details in each section of the paper (waking up, building the snowman, the snowman
comes to life, the weather keeps changing, the weather problem is solved, the snowman hypnotizes the children,
the snowman melts). The main characters are developed through action, dialogue, and description of the
narrator’s reaction to each event. All of the events of the story are well developed.
Organization: Exceeds Standard
The organizational pattern is clear and appropriate, and the beginning, middle, and end are strong and effective.
The writer thoroughly sets the context for the story on the first page by describing how the snowy day begins. The
body of the paper is organized chronologically. The ending is effective (“Then he melted away”). Transitions are
used throughout the paper (“then all of a sudden,” “when we finished,” “when we came back outside,” “so we
went,” “soon after that,” “the next day”).
Style: Exceeds Standard
The writer consistently uses interesting language (“We were amazed,” “We had no idea how it went hot to cold,”
“The kids were screaming their lungs out,” “Then he melted away”). The writer uses dialogue and description to
engage the audience. The writer’s voice is clear and appropriate (“So we thought how can we save the
snowman?”).
Conventions: Meets Standard
The majority of the sentences are clear and correct, but there is a fragment, a run-on, and many sentences begin
with “But” or “So” indicating that the writer does not know how to coordinate independent clauses. Usage is
generally correct and varied except for the use of the wrong form of “their” and the incorrect plural form of “scarf.”
The elements of mechanics are generally correct except for a few misspellings (ceral, thoght, hypnotzmet) which
are above grade 3 level spelling words and some quotations in which the first words are not capitalized. Overall
this response meets the standard in all three components of Conventions.
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Practice Scoring
Narrative Practice
Papers 1 - 10
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Score Sheet for Narrative Practice Papers
Paper #

Ideas

Org.

Style

Conv.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Narrative
Practice
Paper 1

282
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Narrative
Practice
Paper 1
(page two)

283
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Narrative
Practice
Paper 1
(page three)
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Narrative
Practice
Paper 1
(page four)
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Narrative
Practice
Paper 1
(page five)
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Narrative
Practice
Paper 1
(page six)
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Narrative
Practice
Paper 2
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Narrative
Practice
Paper 2
(page two)
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Narrative
Practice
Paper 2
(page three)
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Narrative
Practice
Paper 3
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Narrative
Practice
Paper 4
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Narrative
Practice
Paper 5
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Narrative
Practice
Paper 6
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Narrative
Practice
Paper 6
(page two)
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Narrative
Practice
Paper 7
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Narrative
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Paper 7
(page two)
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Narrative
Practice
Paper 8
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Narrative
Practice
Paper 9
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Narrative
Practice
Paper 9
(page two)
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Narrative
Practice
Paper 9
(page three)
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Narrative
Practice
Paper 9
(page four)
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Narrative
Practice
Paper 10
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Narrative
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Paper 10
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Answer Key for Narrative Practice Papers
Paper #

Ideas

Org.

Style

Conv.

1

Meets

Meets

Meets

Meets

2

Exceeds

Exceeds

Exceeds

Exceeds

3

Does not Meet

Does not Meet

Does not Meet

Does not Meet

4

Meets

Meets

Meets

Meets

5

Does not Meet

Does not Meet

Does not Meet

Does not Meet

6

Exceeds

Exceeds

Meets

Meets

7

Meets

Meets

Meets

Meets

8

Does not Meet

Does not Meet

Does not Meet

Does not Meet

9

Meets

Meets

Meets

Meets

Exceeds

Exceeds

Exceeds

Exceeds
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Part VIII. Response to Literature
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Defining Response to Literature
What Response to Literature Is and Is Not
Examples of Response to Literature
Response to Literature Rubrics
Ideas
Organization
Style
Conventions
Sample Student Papers
Practice Scoring
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Defining Response to Literature
Response to Literature: Writing that shows an understanding of a text
by making connections from the text to the writer’s life, to the outside
world, or to another text.
Purpose: The purpose of a response to literature may be to express
and support an opinion about the text or to use the text as a model
for writing. Making connections to a text enhances the student’s
comprehension of the text.
Methods:
• Connecting the text to another text
• Connecting the text to self
• Connecting the text to the outside world
• Using the text as a model for generating a new piece of writing.

Response to Literature
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1. All methods of connecting with the text support and justify connections by using
evidence found in the text.
2. It helps to remind students to think about types of connections as they read a
text rather than waiting until after they have completed reading a text.
3. Teachers can model making connections by doing “think alouds” about the story
as they read to the class.
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What Response to Literature Is and Is Not
An effective response to literature . . .

An effective response to literature is NOT . . .

Establishes a clear position on the text

A retelling of a book or story

Has a consistent focus and point of view

Writing about multiple, unrelated ideas

Makes connections to the text (e.g., text to text, text to
self, text to outside world)

A plot summary

Contains sufficient information to develop a point of view

A brief paragraph with only a few sentences

Contains an appropriate organizational strategy for the
purpose of formulating a position on the text

Writing in which ideas are presented in illogical or confusing
order

Includes an effective introduction and conclusion

Writing that begins without an introduction and ends without
a conclusion

Uses transitions such as transition words and phrases,
bullets, subheading or numbering

An incoherent response in which ideas are not linked

Uses a lively voice that demonstrates awareness of
audience

Flat, uninteresting writing

Uses interesting language and sensory details

An essay that contains imprecise language and little
sentence variety

Contains correct sentences, usage, grammar, and spelling
that makes the writer’s ideas understandable

Incorrect sentences, usage, grammar, and spelling that
prevent the reader from understanding the writer's ideas

Response to Literature
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Examples of Responses to Literature
(Text to Self)
• This part of the text surprised me
because….
• I liked (disliked) this part of the text…
• This text reminds me of the …
• The setting of this text reminds me of…
• This character reminds me of …

Response to Literature
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1.A response to literature makes a claim about a text and supports that claim with
evidence from the book itself.
2.Response to literature is similar to persuasive writing because the writer must
support his claims about a text with evidence to convince the reader.
3.Students do not have to make a connection to a character in the text. A text to self
connection can be to a character, setting, or even an illustration.
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Examples of Responses to Literature
(Text to World)
• Some of the characters were (mean, friendly,
kind, funny, sad, etc.)…
• These characters were alike because …
• The character helped other people by…
• The character had these traits…
• The main idea of the story was …
• This idea reminds me of something going on in
the world today…
• I can understand how this character sees the
world by putting myself in his/her shoes.
Response to Literature
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1.Text to world compositions may involve comparing/contrasting a text to an event a
student has heard about on the radio, television, or in the newspaper. Encourage
students to pay attention to what is happening in their community.
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Examples of Responses to Literature
(Text to Text)
• The character in this text has the same
traits as…
• The setting in this book reminds me of the
setting in…
• The main idea of this text reminds me of
the main idea in …
• This part of the text reminds me of part of
the text in…
Response to Literature
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Response to Literature Rubrics

Response to Literature
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Ideas
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Components of Ideas
Focus
Purpose
Point of View
Connecting to Text
Elements of Supporting Details
Relevance of Ideas
Development of Ideas
Three Levels of Development
Sense of Completeness
How much retelling is appropriate in a response to
literature?
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The Components of Ideas

Ideas

Focus

Supporting
Details

Connecting
to Text

Development/
Completeness

Response to Literature: Ideas

314

1. A component is a feature of writing within a particular domain.
2. An element is a feature of writing within a particular component.
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What a Focus Is and Is Not
The writer’s focus….
• Sums up a writer’s
position and purpose
• May be either directly
stated or implied

An effective focus is not…
• A title
• A thesis statement
without relevant
development
• Retelling a story (plot
summary)

Response to Literature: Ideas

315

1. A thesis statement directly states a writer’s intentions but does not guarantee
that these intentions are realized in the student paper. A thesis statement is not
required for a focus to be clear to the intended reader.
2. Even when the paper contains a direct statement, the actual focus may differ
because the writer fails to maintain focus.
3. It is not appropriate for a response to literature to consist entirely of a retelling of
a story. A summary can be appropriate in explaining the theme or making a
connection. It should not be assumed, however, that grade 3 writers already
know how to write an appropriate summary of a book. This is a skill that needs
to be taught, modeled, and practiced in order to use it effectively in the response
to literature assessment sample.
4. Most grade 3 writers still require assistance in knowing what to leave out, rather
than include, in their responses.
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Purpose in Response to Literature
• To express and support an opinion about
the text – “Why you would like this book.”
• To use the text as model for writing.

Response to Literature: Ideas
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Point of View
Point of view is the perspective a writer uses
to form and support a position on the text.
Academic: The student may write a
response without stating any personal
opinions about the text.
Personal: The student may write from
personal experience with the subject.
Combination: The student may include both
formal and personal observations.
Response to Literature: Ideas
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1. Academic: Comparing a character in one story to a character in another story.
2. Personal: “I liked the story because it made me laugh.”
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Ways of Connecting to Text
Text to Self
• Relating an incident in a text to an incident in the
student’s life.

Text to Outside World
• Exploring the theme of a text: relating an incident in a
text to some aspect of the real world.

Text to Text
• Comparing/contrasting one text to another.
Response to Literature: Ideas
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Elements of Supporting Details

Supporting
Details

Relevance

Development

Response to Literature: Ideas
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1. Supporting details can be developed with examples, comparisons, descriptions,
personal experiences.
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Relevance of Ideas

Relevance

Writer’s Topic

Purpose

Response to Literature: Ideas
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1. Relevant details focus directly on the writer’s position, serving to advance its
development.
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Development of Ideas

Idea
Development

Depth of
Development

Completeness

Response to Literature: Ideas
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1. Effective writing requires both depth and fluency to create a sense of
completeness.
2.

Depth of development refers to the degree to which the topic is elaborated through various layers of
supporting details.

3.

Fluency of Ideas pertains to the quantity of supporting details rather than the degree of development of any
one idea.

4. Supporting details can be developed by statistics, factual information, references
to a text, anecdotes, etc.
5. Secondary and Tertiary layers of details are characteristic of fully developed
papers. Incomplete papers may contain only a single layer of support consisting
of vague or listed ideas.
6. Teaching tip: Students who receive high scores in Ideas tend to write papers
which take a few supporting ideas and develop them in depth as opposed to
student writers who try to cover many supporting ideas with less depth of detail.
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Three Levels of Development
Does Not Meet Standard
I think you should read Miss Nelson is Missing. It reminds me
of when you are sometimes absent from school. It reminds me of
when you want Mr. V. And we don’t get him. When Miss Nelson is
missing the kids misbehave. Read the book to find out the rest.
Meets Standard
This book is about a nice teacher named Miss Nelson. The kids
in Miss Nelson’s class misbehave. They spit gumballs on the ceiling.
They fly paper airplanes through the air. Then Miss Nelson
disappears and Miss Viola Swamp appears. The kids don’t like Miss
Viola Swamp.
I like this book because I am going to be a teacher when I grow
up and if my students are bad I can trick them like Miss Nelson did.
I’ll do the same things as Miss Nelson. I also like this book because
it teaches those bad kids a lesson. They learned to be good in class
after Miss Nelson came back. I would recommend this book to
someone who was bad in their class and didn’t listen to their
teacher.
Response to Literature: Ideas
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1. This set of papers illustrates Levels of Development in Response to Literature.
All of the sentences in these paper are taken directly from third grade student
writing samples.
2. This set of illustrative papers can be printed and read by each workshop
participant. A discussion of how development varies at each level is useful for
understanding the descriptions in the scoring rubric.
3. These papers were written in response to a book recommendation assignment.
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Three Levels of Development
Exceeds Standard
Are you bad in class and don’t listen to your teacher? If you are read
this book and after you read this book I bet you will stop. You should read
this book now!
This book is about a nice teacher named Miss Nelson. The kids in
Miss Nelson’s class spit gumballs on the roof. They also have paper planes
flying through the air. One day Miss Viola Swamp came to the classroom.
The kids were scared and were thinking crazy things happened to Miss
Nelson. One kid was thinking Miss Nelson’s car was carried off by a swarm
of angry butterflies. The kids told the police. He said, “Kids I think Miss
Nelson is Missing.” Read this book to find out more about this great story.
I like this book because I am going to be a teacher when I grow up
and if my students are bad I can trick them like Miss Nelson did. I’ll do the
same thing as Miss Nelson. I also like this book because it teaches those
bad kids a lesson. They learned to be good in class.
This books reminds me a lot of when my sister told me her teacher
was out and the meanest substitute came to her class. She said everyone
in her class was good. She told me it was April Fool’s Day and her class
didn’t know that the teacher was at the door laughing. She said the teacher
opened the door and screamed, “April Fool’s!” Everyone started laughing.
My best part is when Miss Viola Swamp says something and the kids
do it. When Miss Viola Swamp tells the kids to take out thier books, they do
it as fast as they can.
Response to Literature: Ideas
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Sense of Completeness
•

Two features give a paper a sense of completeness:
–
–

•

The depth of the development of the information included
The paper coming to a natural close

Having a sense of completeness is not the same as
having a concluding statement or paragraph.
A paper may have a conclusion and still leave the
reader feeling that the information or argument
presented is incomplete if. . .

•
–
–

the body of the paper is only minimally developed.
there are gaps in the information that leave the reader with
questions.
Response to Literature: Ideas
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How much retelling is appropriate in a
response to literature?
• It is acceptable to summarize parts of the
story to help the reader understand the
writer’s position or to help the reader
understand the character, setting, or
theme of the text.
• A response consisting solely of a plot
summary does not meet the standard.
• The summary of the story may serve as
the introduction to the paper.
Response to Literature: Ideas
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Organization
1. The Components of Organization
2. Organizational Patterns for Response to
Literature
3. Introduction, Body, Conclusion
4. Grouping of Ideas
5. Transitions
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The Components of Organization:

Organization

Organizational
Pattern

Grouping of
Ideas

Response to Literature:
Organization

Transitions
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1. Organization refers to the order and logical relationships between the writer’s
ideas. The quality of the details are evaluated in Ideas.
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Organizational Patterns for Response to
Literature
• Introduction, Summary of text, Writer’s Position
and Evidence, Conclusion
• Introduction, Comparison/Contrast, Conclusion
• Introduction, Writer’s Points with Examples from
Text, Conclusion

Response to Literature:
Organization

•

328

Some writers summarize the text and then offer their response. Other writers
may open their paper with their opinion of the text and then include examples
from the text throughout the paper (rather than having a separate summary
section). The summary of the text could be a separate part of the paper or
interwoven with support for the writer’s position on the text.
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Introduction-Body-Conclusion

Introduction: Sets the stage for the development of the
writer’s position ideas and is consistent with
the purpose of the paper.
Body:

The details and examples that support the
writer’s position on the text.

Conclusion: Signals the reader that the paper is coming to
a close.
Response to Literature:
Organization
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1. An effective introduction and conclusion advance the development of the writer’s ideas and the
reader’s understanding of the paper rather than simply repeating what is in the body of the paper.
2. Types of introductions: surprising fact or quotation, an interesting question.
3. Types of conclusions: summaries, opinions about the topic, questions to generate further thinking
or research.
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Grouping of Ideas
In order to effectively group ideas in a piece of writing, the
writer must first understand the logical relationships
between the ideas that support the controlling idea.
Grouping ideas within paragraphs is not the same as
formatting paragraphs. Grouping involves the logical
presentation of ideas rather than simply indenting to
begin a new paragraph.
Even if a writer fails to format paragraphs, the ideas may
still be grouped logically.
Response to Literature:
Organization
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Transitions
Making Connections Between Ideas
• Transitions lead the reader through the paper by linking
parts of the paper and ideas within paragraphs.
• Transitions are used between sentences, between
paragraphs, and within sentences and within paragraphs
• Transitions can signal the type of relationships between
ideas
• Transitions may be explicit or implicit:
– May be a single word, a pronoun, a phrase, or a logical linking of
ideas
– Explicit transitional words: first, next, finally
– Implicit transitional devices: synonym and pronoun substitution,
moving from general to specific or from specific to general
Response to Literature:
Organization
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1. Writers sometimes use ideas or phrases from the previous paragraph to begin a
new paragraph. This is called transitioning.
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Style
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The Components of Style
Word Choice
Levels of Language
Types of Language
Strong Verbs
Audience Awareness and Tone
Voice
332
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The Components of Style

Style

Audience
Awareness

Word Choice

Response to Literature: Style
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Word Choice
• Effective word choice is determined on the basis of
subject matter (topic), and purpose.
• Word choice establishes the tone of a piece of writing.
• Word choice involves more than the “correct” dictionary
meaning of a word.
• Word choice includes the connotations (the associations,
meanings, or emotions a word suggests) of words.
Response to Literature: Style
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1. Connotation: An association called up by a word that goes beyond its dictionary
definition. The attitude and emotional feelings associated with a word.
2. Denotation: The dictionary definition of a word.
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Levels of Language
(described in the Grade 3 Scoring Rubric)
Level

Example

Interesting and
Descriptive

“I liked how Steven Kellogg’s pictures helped
me visualize the story.”
“My favorite quote is when Luke’s grandpa
says, ‘Ain’t your fault boy.’ I think it sounds a
little bit like me.”

Simple and
ordinary

“I think you should read this book because it
talks about a kid and his family.”

Response to Literature: Style
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Types of Language
(described in the Grade 3 Scoring Rubric)
Interesting Language
• Sensory Details: uses details that appeal to the senses and enables
the reader to see, hear, and/or feel what the writer recounts
• Technical Vocabulary: precise terms and phrases used to clarify or
explain a particular subject matter or process
• Descriptive: conveys an idea, image, or impression
• Figurative: figures of speech or phrases that suggest meanings
different from their literal meanings (hyperbole, metaphor, simile,
irony)
Simple, Ordinary Language
• Common words that are correct but not precise.
Response to Literature: Style
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Strong Verbs
• Strong action verbs make writing more
precise and interesting. Strong verbs help
to illustrate the events of the story with
concrete details that capture the reader’s
interest.
• Strong verbs: tiptoed, gobbled, stomped,
roared, sobbed
• Weak verbs: am, have, are, is, be, was,
had, were
Response to Literature: Style
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Audience Awareness and Tone
• Audience Awareness refers to the ways a writer can make an
impression on or engage the reader.
– Because a piece of writing is created to be read, an effective writer
attempts to create a relationship with his or her audience.
– The effective writer anticipates what the audience will find interesting or
engaging.

• Tone refers to the attitude a writer expresses toward the reader, the
subject, and sometimes himself/herself. It reveals how the writer
feels about what he or she is saying.
– To be effective, tone must be consistent with the writer’s purpose.
– Tone is established through choice of words and details.
– Some of the techniques used to engage the audience vary by genre, but
all pieces of writing have a tone.

Response to Literature: Style
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1. Tone is established through choice of words and details.
2. Types of tone in narrative writing: humorous, suspenseful, exciting, serious, etc.
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Voice
• A paper that demonstrates voice conveys a strong
sense of the person behind the words and the person’s
attitude toward the topic.
• The writer’s voice should be appropriate for the topic,
genre, and audience.
• Voice gives the reader the sense that the writer is talking
directly to him/her by creating a point of view that the
reader can relate to.
Ralph Fletcher:
• “Voice is the most important the most magical and powerful element
of writing.”
• “Voice makes the reader trust the writer, makes the reader feel an
individual relationship with the writer.”
Response to Literature: Style
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Conventions
Go to Part IX. Conventions for the
Conventions rubric and information about
scoring this domain. The Conventions
Rubric is the same for all genres of
writing.

340

Because there is only one Conventions rubric for all four genres of writing,
information about Conventions is included in a separate section, Part IX., rather
than included within each genre section.
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Sample Student Papers
Response to Literature Samples
with Score Point Annotations

341
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Response to Literature Assignment

Write a book recommendation to a friend. Explain
why you liked or did not like the book. Be sure to
include specific examples to support your opinion.
The response may be in letter or essay form.

The sample papers in this section were written in response to this
assignments. Student names have been removed for purposes of
privacy.
342

1. In order for participants to gain confidence in assessing student writing samples,
it is essential that they have multiple opportunities to apply the new Georgia
Grade 5 Writing Rubric.
2. Remind participants that they aren’t looking for an exact match with the rubric
description; they are looking for a best fit. A student paper may demonstrate
characteristics of two adjacent score points.

342

Response to Literature
Paper 1
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343

Annotations for Response to Literature 1

Ideas: Does Not Meet Standard
Although all the information in this brief paper is relevant to the topic of the Laura Ingalls Wilder book, there is not
enough information to develop a point of view. The writer provides only very limited examples: the title of the book,
a one-sentence plot summary, and a one-sentence statement that the book is “good” and “funny.” These two
words do not constitute a position in response to the text.
Organization: Does Not Meet Standard
In a paper this brief, there is not enough evidence to give the writer credit for having an organizational pattern. The
second and third sentence could be rearranged without affecting the writer’s meaning, so there is no clear body or
conclusion. There are not enough ideas to determine if the writer knows how to group related ideas.
Style: Does Not Meet Standard
Word choice is simple and repetitive (“it is called,” “It is about,” “It is very”). There are no sensory details or
interesting language. The writer does address the reader directly once (“I think you should read this book”), but
this the only evidence of awareness of audience. There is no evidence that the writer is enthusiastic about the
book or feels strongly about it. Overall, the writer does not demonstrate control of the components of Style.
Conventions: Does Not Meet Standard
The first half of the paper consists of a long run-on sentence. There are only two correct simple sentences which is
not enough evidence to determine competence in forming correct sentences. There are not enough instances of
subject-verb agreement or enough different noun forms to determine competence in usage. There is some
evidence that the writer understands how to capitalize proper names and book titles. Spelling is correct but very
simple. There is no internal punctuation. Overall, there is not enough evidence to determine competence in
Conventions.
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Response to Literature
Paper 2

345

345

Annotations for Response to Literature Paper 2
Ideas: Does Not Meet Standard
The majority of this paper is a retelling of the story Afternoon on the Amazon. For response to literature papers, a
brief plot summary may be appropriate, but it should not be the focus of the response. The writer’s reactions and
responses to the book should be the focus of the student’s paper. A point of view is not established: it appears
during the retelling that the writer enjoyed some of the action in the story, but in the second part of the paper the
writer states just the opposite (“I dident like this story.”). It is acceptable for a student writer to dislike a story, but
this approach is probably more difficult to execute successfully. A student may dislike a story and not know why or
be able to develop and elaborate on why he/she didn’t like a book. This writer does give reasons to explain why
the book was not appealing. Overall, the writer is not focused from beginning to end. The reader is left feeling that
this might be a good book regardless of what the writer’s opinion is.
Organization: Does Not Meet Standard
There is little evidence of an organizational pattern. There is no introduction; the writer launches into a retelling of
the story in the first sentence. (Titles are not evaluated as part of the paper but subheadings are.) There is no
conclusion. There is chronological organization in the retelling of the book, and the paper is divided into two
distinct parts: the retelling and the writer’s opinion. However, without an introduction or conclusion, the writer does
not appear to have had an overall plan.
Style: Meets Standard
The paper is a mix of interesting language (“Oh no an attack by flesh eating army ants.”) and simple, ordinary
language (“They have to say we wish to go there and point to the picture in the book.”). The writer uses dialogue
from the story to engage the reader (“There are pretty fish in the water with teeth. Oh no those are piranhas!”). In
the final section of the paper, the language is repetitive (“I dident,” “I think,” “I dident”). The writer’s voice is
inconsistent between the first paragraph and the second paragraph.
Conventions: Does Not Meet Standard
Most of the sentences are correct, but there is one run-on sentence at the end of the first paragraph (“Then a
monky came he pointed a long stick at the boat.”). Subjects and verbs agree. The writer uses the wrong form of
the word there (“This time their going...”), but the majority of usage is correct. The majority of the writer’s errors are
in mechanics. Some simple words are spelled incorrectly, quotations are not punctuated, and formatting is not
appropriate. The writer meets the standards for sentence formation and usage but not for mechanics. For this
reason, overall the paper does not meet the standard for conventions.
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Response to Literature
Paper 3
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Response to Literature
Paper 3
(page two)
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Response to Literature
Paper 3
(page three)
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Annotations for Response to Literature Paper 3
Ideas: Does Not Meet Standard
The majority of this paper is a retelling of the story Space Brat. For response to literature papers, a brief plot
summary may be appropriate, but it should not be the focus of the response. The writer’s reactions and responses
to the book should be the focus of the student’s paper. In this response, the plot summary comprises all but the
final sentence of the paper. A point of view cannot be established in a single sentence. Although the writer wrote
more than two pages, there is not sufficient focus to meet the standard.
Organization: Meets Standard
Even though the writer is not focused on responding to the story, the paper contains a clear introduction, body and
conclusion. The body of the paper consists of a retelling, but it is a retelling in appropriate chronological order.
Related ideas from the story are grouped together in time. Transitions are simple (then, so, after). Overall, the
paper meets the standard for Organization.
Style: Meets Standard
The paper is a mixture of interesting language (“Everyone thought he was a brat everyone blamed everything on
him,” “anti-gravity powder,” “worst tantrums in the cosmos,” “that one must be rotten”) and simple, ordinary
language. There are some sensory details (“He got so mad he felt like he was going to explode.”). The writer
shows some awareness of audience by addressing questions to the reader.
Conventions: Does Not Meet Standard
There are more incorrect sentences than correct sentences. Most of the paper consists of run-ons. Usage is
generally correct. The writer uses the wrong form of the word “threw” and the possessive of teacher (“teachers
lunch”) is missing an apostrophe. There are frequent errors in the elements of mechanics. Proper nouns like blork
are not capitalized consistently. Common nouns are capitalized unnecessarily at the end of the paper. Some
commas are correct while others are not. “Hached” and “mounths” are the only misspelled words. Although there
is some control demonstrated in usage, severe weaknesses in sentence formation prevent this paper from
meeting the standard for Conventions.
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Response to Literature
Paper 4
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Annotations for Response to Literature Paper 4
Ideas: Meets Standard
There is a consistent focus on the story The Ghost of Captain Briggs. All of the information
included in the paper is relevant. The writer formulates an opinion about the book and begins to
connect the text to self. There is enough information provided to understand the writer’s point of
view and his/her recommendation to read the book.
Organization: Meets Standard
The paper contains an introduction, body and conclusion, but the opening and closing sentences
are not very effective. The writer never offers the name of the book in the text of the paper. A
reader unfamiliar with the book would not know that the title of the paper was also the title of the
book read by the writer. Related ideas are grouped together: the first section of the paper is about
the story, while the second half of the paper is about the reader’s response to the story.
Transitions are simple (but, then, so).
Style: Meets Standard
The paper is a mixture of interesting language (“haunted house,” “old, crabby lady,” “door that
leads them nowhere”) and simple, ordinary language (“There is big ghost”). There is some sense
of the writer’s voice and enthusiasm for this book. The writer shows awareness of audience by
directly addressing the audience (“That is why you should read the book.”).
Conventions: Meets Standard
Most of the sentences are clear and correct, but there is a run-on in the first paragraph and some
sentences begin with “And” or “So.” Subject-verb agreement, noun forms, and pronouns are
correct. Commas and apostrophes are often incorrect or unnecessary. Generally, spelling is
correct (except “poped”). Overall, there is enough control of the three components to meet the
standard in Conventions.
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Response to Literature
Paper 5
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Response to Literature
Paper 5
(page two)
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Annotations for Response to Literature Paper 5
Ideas: Meets Standard
There is a consistent focus on the story The Crane Wife. All of the information included in the
paper is relevant. The writer formulates an opinion about the book and begins to connect the text
to the larger world; the writer uses the example of keeping your promises as an important lesson
taught by the book. When Yukiko fails to keep his promise to his wife, he loses everything he
cares about. There is enough information provided to understand the writer’s point of view and
his/her recommendation to read The Crane Wife. The writer is effective at interspersing the reader
response with the description of the book.
Organization: Meets Standard
The paper contains an introduction, body and conclusion. Related ideas (plot summary,
recommendation, moral) are grouped together into paragraphs. Transitions are effective (“when
she was done weaving,” “another example,” “This story takes place”).
Style: Meets Standard
The paper is a mix of interesting language (“magnificent,” “characters,” “when he was specifically
told not to”) and simple, ordinary language (“That is why you should read this book.”). Although
sensory details are not used, the writer addresses the reader throughout the paper (“You should
read this if you want to know more”).
Conventions: Exceeds Standard
The writer demonstrates sustained control of all of the components of Conventions. Sentences are
consistently clear and correct with a variety of structures. Subjects and verbs agree. Nouns and
pronouns are formed correctly. Possessives and plurals are formed correctly. Some commas are
missing after introductory clauses, but the writer demonstrates correct spelling and capitalization.
Overall, the skills demonstrated in this paper exceed the standard.
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Response to Literature
Paper 6
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Annotations for Response to Literature Paper 6
Ideas: Meets Standard
The writer is focused on the book The Meanest Thing and all of the information included is relevant to the topic.
The writer begins with a brief summary of the main characters, setting, and plot, then begins to describe what
he/she liked about the book (“Here are some parts of the story that are amusing to me.”). Most of the paper
consists of examples to support the writer’s claim that the book is worth reading. The writer reveals the theme of
the book without giving away the ending. There is enough information to establish and develop the writer’s point of
view.
Organization: Meets Standard
The paper contains an introduction, body, and conclusion. The opening is more effective and more developed than
the closing which is limited to a single sentence. Related ideas (characters/plot/setting, parts that are amusing,
what the book teaches) are grouped together in paragraphs. Transitions are used within paragraphs but not across
parts of the paper.
Style: Meets Standard
The paper is a mixture of interesting language (“dancing around the house,” “amusing,” “so what so what,”
“characters,”) and simple ordinary language (“you learn about what happens if you say mean things to someone.”).
The writer shows awareness of audience by directly addressing the reader several times in the paper (“You should
read this book,” “Keep on reading to find out what will happen,” “If you want to know what happens, read the
book.”). There is just enough control demonstrated to meet the standard for Style.
Conventions: Does Not Meet Standard
Most of the sentences are technically correct, but many are unclear due to usage errors (“Some part of the story
that are to know and not to do are not to say mean things to people.”). Many word forms are incorrect (“went” for
“wants,” “how for who,” “want for what,” “say for said,” “a other for another”). There are frequent errors in
capitalization and punctuation. Proper names are capitalized, but only part of the title of the book is capitalized.
Quotations have no punctuation, which requires the reader to reread to figure out who is speaking. The frequency
and severity of errors in all components prevent this paper from meeting the standard.
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Response to Literature
Paper 7
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Annotations for Response to Literature Paper 7
Ideas: Meets Standard
There is a consistent focus on the story The Magic School Bus Gets Baked in a Cake. All of the
information included in the paper is relevant. The writer formulates an opinion about the book and
begins to connect the text to his/her own life by relating the incident of trying to bake a cake for a
birthday party. The plot summary at the beginning is appropriate, and the writer relates it to a
personal experience. The writer uses specific examples (keeping Mrs. Frizzle away) to support
his/her opinion. There is enough information to develop a point of view.
Organization: Does Not Meet Standard
There is no introduction or conclusion. The writer begins with “This book” rather than identifying
the book by title. (Titles are not evaluated or considered part of development.) The paper ends
abruptly causing the reader to turn the page to look for more information. Related ideas are
grouped within the “body” of the paper, but there is no evidence of an overall organizational
pattern or use of transitions.
Style: Meets Standard
The paper is a mixture of interesting language (“They have everything but a birthday cake.” “The
bus shrinks to the size of a moth”) and simple, ordinary language (“This book is about how the
magic school bus got baked in a cake.”). There is a sense of the writer’s voice and enthusiasm for
the book. The writer uses a few sensory details (“the bus shranks to the size of a moth and tossed
in the cake batter.”).
Conventions: Meets Standard
The majority of sentences are correct with the exception of the last sentence which is a long runon. Some of the sentences are complex. Usage is correct with the exception of one missing word
that should precede (“tossed in the batter”). Subjects and verbs agree and nouns and verbs are
formed correctly. Capitalization of proper nouns is correct. Spelling is correct (except for “shranks”
and “bye me”). The possessive “Ms. Frizzle’s class” is formed correctly. Overall, there is enough
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control of the components demonstrated to meet the standard.
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Response to Literature
Paper 8
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360

Response to Literature
Paper 8
(page two)
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Annotations for Response to Literature Paper 8

Ideas: Exceeds Standard
Focus is sustained and all the information is relevant to the book and the writer’s response. The writer’s point of
view on both the book and its theme of friendship is clear and well-developed. The writer successfully ties the text
to self by relating the story to a personal experience of a friend moving away and a current friendship. Each
opinion is supported with specific details from the book. Identifying the theme of the book is an example of
connecting the text to the larger world. The writer also explains the personal custom of saying “Jinx” with his/her
friends.
Organization: Exceeds Standard
The organizational pattern is clear and appropriate with a strong introduction, body, and conclusion. Many grade
three writers open their papers by announcing the book title and launching into a plot summary. This writer’s
introduction hooks the reader by suggesting rather than announcing the purpose and theme of the paper:
friendship. The body of the paper interweaves the writer’s response with specific examples from the book. The
conclusion is more than a simple recommendation to read the book. The writer suggests how this book could
cheer up “someone who has a friend that is going to live in a different state.” Transitions smoothly connect the
theme of the book to the writer’s personal life and to the larger world. This is quite sophisticated for a grade three
writer.
Style: Exceeds Standard
The writer uses interesting language from the beginning to end of this response. Awareness of audience is very
strong as the writer repeatedly addresses the reader with questions (“What are linking pinkies?” “Will Amber and
Justin ever talk again?” “If you want to know how they link pinkies then read on.”). The writer’s voice is clear
throughout the paper as he/she relates the book to his/her life. The tone of enthusiasm for the book is clear and
sustained.
Conventions: Exceeds Standard
Sentences are consistently clear, correct, and complex on the first page of the paper, but there are some incorrect
sentences on page two (a fragment and a run-on). There are errors in usage (“girl name Amber,” “jinks each over,”
but these are minor and do not distract the reader. Errors in mechanics (the spelling of pinkes, pormise, jinks,
sales) are minor. Contractions are correctly punctuated and possessives are formed correctly. Formatting is
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unusual, but it is not evaluated on the Grade 3 Writing Assessment.
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Paper 9
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Response to Literature
Paper 9
(page two)
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Annotations for Response to Literature Paper 9
Ideas: Exceeds Standard
The writer’s focus is sustained and all the information included is relevant to the book or the
writer’s response. The writer uses specific examples to support his/her point of view: how the
dogs in the book are similar to his/her pets, what makes the book funny, and the type of language
used in the book. The brief plot summary at the beginning is appropriate and is used to create
interest in the book. The writer’s enthusiasm for the book is clear and the point of view is welldeveloped.
Organization: Exceeds Standard
The organizational pattern is clear and the introduction, body, and conclusion of the paper are
strong. The introduction effectively summarizes the book without giving too much information
away. The body of the paper moves from how the author relates to the characters in the book to a
humorous scene in the book to a specific excerpt from the story. The conclusion summarizes and
explains who might enjoy this type of story.
Style: Exceeds Standard
The writer’s voice is clear and appropriate. It is clear to the reader that the writer enjoyed the book
and believes that others would also. There is attention to the audience in the introduction (“If you
want to know what happens...”), the body (sharing an excerpt of a funny scene) and the
conclusion (“If you like mysteries and life on the ranch...”).The writer effectively communicates the
humorous tone of the book by using sensory details in the writer’s own words.
Conventions: Exceeds Standard
Sentences are consistently clear and correct until the final paragraph which contains two
fragments. Usage and mechanics are correct and varied. There are a couple of missing commas
and a misspelled word (“fouracias”), but these minor errors do not prevent the paper from
exceeding the standard for Conventions.
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Response to Literature
Paper 10
(page two)
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Annotations for Response to Literature Paper 10

Ideas: Exceeds Standard
The writer’s focus is sustained and all the information included is relevant to the book or the writer’s response. The
writer uses specific examples to support his point of view: football is his favorite sport, his own football ‘career’,
and losing his job on offense. The writer connects specific examples from the text to his own life and explains why
he empathizes with the main character in the book. The writer’s point of view is well developed.
Organization: Exceeds Standard
The organizational pattern is appropriate and the introduction, body and conclusion of the paper are strong. The
introduction briefly summarizes the theme of the book and relates the book to everyone who has ever had
problems in a football league. In the body of the paper the writer relates specific parts of his life to the story. The
conclusion relates the writer’s empathy with the character in the book and recommends the story to any football
lover. Related ideas are grouped together into paragraphs and the writer uses transitions to link ideas in the
response.
Style: Exceeds Standard
The writer’s voice is clear throughout the paper as he shares his feelings about football with the reader. The tone
of enthusiasm for both football and the book Fighting Tackle is sustained. There is attention to audience in each
section of the paper as the writer story evokes empathy for his personal struggles to succeed at football.
Conventions: Meets Standard
The majority of sentences are clear and correct, but the writer begins several sentences with “And” or “So,” and
there is a fragment on the second page. The components of usage are consistently clear and correct: subjects and
verbs agree, nouns and verbs are formed correctly. Capitalization is effective, but several commas and
apostrophes are missing. This response falls at the high end of the Meets Standard category.
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Practice Scoring
Response to Literature
Practice Papers 1 - 10
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Score Sheet for Response to Literature
Practice Papers
Paper #

Ideas

Org.

Style

Conv.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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Practice
Paper 3

373

373

Response to Literature
Practice
Paper 3
(page two)

374

374

Response to Literature
Practice
Paper 4

375

375

Response to Literature
Practice
Paper 5

376

376

Response to Literature
Practice
Paper 6

377

377

Response to Literature
Practice
Paper 6
(page two)

378

378

Response to Literature
Practice
Paper 6
(page three)

379

379

Response to Literature
Practice
Paper 7

380

380

Response to Literature
Practice
Paper 8

381

381

Response to Literature
Practice
Paper 9

382

382

Response to Literature
Practice
Paper 10

383

383

Response to Literature
Practice
Paper 10
(page two)

384

384

Response to Literature
Practice
Paper 10
(page three)

385

385

Answer Key for Response to Literature
Practice Papers
Paper #

Ideas

Org.

Style

Conv.

1

Meets

Meets

Meets

Meets

2

Does not Meet

Does not Meet

Does not Meet

Meets

3

Exceeds

Exceeds

Exceeds

Meets

4

Meets

Meets

Meets

Meets

5

Does not Meet

Does not Meet

Does not Meet

Does not Meet

6

Exceeds

Exceeds

Exceeds

Exceeds

7

Meets

Meets

Meets

Meets

8

Does not Meet

Meets

Meets

Meets

9

Does not Meet

Does not Meet

Does not Meet

Does not Meet

Exceeds

Exceeds

Exceeds

Exceeds

10
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Part IX. Conventions
1. Conventions Rubric
2. The Components and Elements of
Conventions
3. Balancing Strengths and Weaknesses in the
Components and Elements
4. Determining Competence in Conventions
5. The Elements of Sentence Formation
6. The Elements of Usage
7. The Elements of Mechanics
387
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Conventions Rubric

Conventions

388

388

The Components and Elements of
Conventions
Domain

Components

Elements

Conventions

Sentence
Formation

Usage

Mechanics

Clarity, Correctness,
Complexity

Subject/Verb Agreement,
Noun Forms, Pronouns

Spelling, Punctuation,
Capitalization, Contractions

Conventions

389

1. In the Domain of Conventions, there are three main components: Sentence
Formation, Usage, and Mechanics.
2. Within each component, there are several specific elements.
3. In general, the components of Sentence Formation and Usage are weighted
more heavily in determining the overall Conventions score.
4. Using the scoring rubrics appropriately requires reading for Competence. This
means looking for a demonstration of the writer’s ability to control the
components, not tallying errors.

389

Balancing Strengths/Weaknesses in the
Components and Elements of Conventions
Exceeds Standard
• Correct in most elements of Sentence Formation, Usage, and
Mechanics
• Some variety demonstrated in each component

Meets Standard
• Correct in majority of elements of Sentence Formation, Usage, and
Mechanics, but there may be some errors in each element.

Does Not Meet Standard
• Overall lack of control in all three components although some
elements may demonstrate strengths
Conventions

390

1. A student paper might demonstrate strengths in sentences, usage, and
mechanics or any combination of these.
2. In evaluating a student paper in Conventions, the first question to ask is, “How
much of (to which degree is) this paper is correct?”
3. The second question to ask is, “Is there any variety or complexity demonstrated
in the paper?”

390

Determining Competence in Conventions
•

Using the scoring rubrics appropriately requires reading for Competence.
This means looking for a demonstration of the writer’s ability to control the
components, not tallying errors.

•

Avoid “counting errors” to determine the Conventions score. It is necessary
to evaluate the severity and frequency of errors to determine the level of
competence demonstrated by the writer.

•

Nearly every student paper contains errors. It is the degree of control – the
proportion of correct to incorrect instances and the complexity of what is
attempted - that determines the Conventions score.

•

Errors in Sentence Formation, Usage, and Mechanics may force the
reader to carefully reread a portion of the paper, and may prevent the
reader from understanding the writer’s meaning.

•

Even an “Exceeds the Standard” paper may have errors in some of the
elements of Conventions, but these errors do not interfere with meaning.
Conventions

391

1. Making the same specific error multiple times throughout the entire paper (e.g.,
the same word misspelled several times) counts as only one error.
•

A writer may misspell the same word several times but still correctly spell
all the other words in the paper. In this case, the writer still demonstrates
control of the element of spelling.

2. Making multiple errors in one element (e.g., misspelling many different words)
counts as more than one error and prevents the writer from demonstrating
competence in that element. For example, if none of the subjects and verbs in a
paper agree, this counts as multiple errors and prevents the writer from
demonstrating competence in the element of subject/verb agreement.

391

The Elements of Sentence Formation

Sentence
Formation

Clarity and
Correctness

Complexity

Conventions

392

392

The Elements of Usage

Usage

Subject/Verb
Agreement

Noun Forms

Personal and
Possessive
Pronouns

Conventions

393

1. Subject-verb agreement: Singular nouns only agree with singular verbs. Plural
nouns only agree with plural verbs.
2. Word forms: nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, homonyms
3. Pronoun clarity is achieved through consistency of person, number, gender.

393

The Elements of Mechanics

Mechanics

Spelling

Punctuation

Capitalization

Conventions

Contractions

394
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Part X. Writing Instruction Resources
The following resources were recommended by Georgia educators.
Author

Title

Janet Allen

Tools for Teaching Content Literacy

Janet Angelillo

A Fresh Approach to Teaching Punctuation

Jim Burke

Writing Reminders

Lucy Calkins

One to One

Ruth Culham

6+1 Traits of Writing The Complete Guide Grades 3 and Up

Ruth Culham

6 + 1 Traits of Writing The Complete Guide for the Primary Grades

Ruth Culham

Using Picture Books to Teach Writing with the Traits

Ralph Fletcher

A Writer's Notebook: Unlocking the Writer Within You

Ralph Fletcher

How Writer’s Work: Finding a Process that Works for You

Ralph Fletcher

Live Writing: Breathing Life into Your Words

Ralph Fletcher

Poetry Matters: Writing a Poem from the Inside Out

R. Fletcher & J. Portalupi

Qualities of Teaching Writing

R. Fletcher & J. Portalupi

Craft Lessons: Teaching Writing K-8
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Writing Instruction Resources
Author

Title

R. Fletcher & J. Portalupi

Nonfiction Craft Lessons: Teaching Informational Writing K-8

R. Fletcher & J. Portalupi

Writing Workshop - The Essential Guide

Stephanie Harvey

Nonfiction Matters: Reading, Writing, and Research in Grades 3-8

Brock Haussamen

Grammar Alive!

Georgia Heard

The Revision Toolbox: Teaching Techniques that Work

Georgia Heard

Awakening the Heart: Exploring Poetry in Elementary and Middle School

Bea Johnson

Never Too Early to Write

Jane Bell Kiester

Blowing Away The State Writing Assessment Test

Barry Lane

After the End: Teaching and Learning Creative Revision

Denise Leograndis

Fluent Writing

Katie Wood Ray

Wondrous Word: Writers and Writing in the Elementary Classroom

Edgar H. Schuster

Breaking the Rules: Liberating Writers through Innovative Grammar
Instruction

Megan S. Sloan

Trait Based Mini Lessons for Teaching Writing in Grades 2-4

Tony Stead

Is That a Fact?: Teaching Nonfiction Writing K-3

Alan Ziegler

The Writing Workshop Vols. 1 and 2
396

396

Writing Websites
Website

URL

Colorado State Universities Online Writing Lab

www.writing.colostate.edu

Exemplars: Developing Writers

www.exemplars.com/materials/rwr/index.html

Learning-Focused Writing Assignments K-12

www.learningfocused.com

Purdue University's Online Writing Lab

www.owl.english.purdue.edu

ReadWriteThink

www.readwritethink.org

Write Source

www.thewritesource.com

The Writing Site

www.thewritingsite.org

397
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The Writing
Process

Planning/
Prewriting

Drafting

Revising &
Editing

Proofread/
Publish

Final
Draft

398

1. The writing process is rarely a linear journey through the steps in the writing
process: planning/prewriting, drafting, revising and editing, final draft, proofread
and publish.
2. It is more often a recursive process whereby the writer continually revisits each
of the steps as he/she proceeds from the initial planning to the end product.
3. This slide attempts to graphically represent that complex process.
4. In general terms, the writer proceeds as the large, blue arrows indicate, from
planning/prewriting to a published piece.
5. However, there are many “backtracks” and “think aheads” along the way as the
writer generates new ideas, plans how to incorporate them in the piece, revises,
and edits. The narrow black arrows represent this process.
6. The circle concludes back at the planning/prewriting step as one finished piece
may provide the writer with an idea for a new piece. And the process starts over
again.

398

Part XI. Sample Writing
Lessons
Note: The following lessons focus on writing instruction.
Some of these lessons may not be suitable for
collecting assessment samples because of the amount
of teacher assistance provided.
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Informational Writing Lessons

400

400

Lesson 1: Ice Cube Melting Race
GPS
• S3P1 - Investigate how heat is produced and the effects of heating and
cooling
• ELA 3W1
Focus of the Lesson
• Suggested Time for the Lesson: approximately 3 days
• The student will produce a description of the process he followed to melt
ice.
Suggested Materials
• dry erase board
• chart paper and chart stand
• writing tools: pens, pencils, colored pencils, highlighters, varied sizes and
colors of paper
• overhead projector
• other materials: ice, containers, heat sources (sun, heating vent, breath,
light bulb)
Informational Writing Lessons

401

401

Suggested Procedure for Lesson 1
1. The teacher will set the purpose for the activity by brainstorming with
students how heat can produced in different ways. The teacher will chart
student responses and students will record responses in their science
journal.
2. Students will form groups and the teacher will explain:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We will be having an ice cube melting race.
The class will compile a set of rules for how the winner will be determined. The
teacher will make a chart listing the rules.
Each group will formulate a written plan for melting their ice cubes and each
student will record that plan in their journals.
Students will conduct the race. Students will record data in their journals and
graph results. The teacher could furnish a blank graph for students to record the
information.
Each individual will write a description of their group's performance in the race
including specific details using the notes from their journals.
Revision and editing can occur in another session.
A final draft will be produced.

Informational Writing Lessons

402

402

Extended Activity
• Similarity/Difference (Compare/Contrast) ELA 3W1 d:
– Students can share data from their experiment and write a
compare/contrast paragraph.

• Chronological Order (Sequence) ELA 3W1 d:
– Students will list the steps they followed in the ice cube race.

• Cause/Effect ELA W1 d:
– The teacher would pose the questions:
• What happened in the experiment (effect)?
• Why did it happen? (cause)

Informational Writing Lessons

403

403

Lesson 2: You are the expert!
GPS
• ELA8W2: The student demonstrates competence in a
piece of writing drawn from research.
Focus of lesson
• The student will write a research paper with presentation
materials.
Suggested materials
• Depending on the topic may include:
– Brochures, books, interview, articles, internet
Informational Writing Lessons

404

404

Suggested Procedures for Lesson 2
Introducing the lesson
• We are all expert in something that we can do or something that we know
about. Such as, if you are a diabetic or have a family member who is
diabetic, you may have a great deal of knowledge that a non-diabetic
person might have. You may be an expert at skateboarding, or playing an
instrument. You may have traveled to different places and are an expert on
a particular place. You may be an expert on another culture. Perhaps you
are someone in your family recently moved to your area. You may have a
new baby in your family or even a new pet.
• Think of something that you are an expert at or can become an expert at.
• Use a KWL chart to identify your expertise and what you want to learn.
• Provide the students with various formats for research.
During the lesson
• Look at the information gathered from the KWL and decide on your
research questions. Model a note taking procedure. Locate materials to
answer the question and record the information.
• Refer to the Standard elements a-I in assisting students in writing their
research paper with presentation materials.
Informational Writing Lessons
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Persuasive Writing Lessons

406

406

Persuasive Lesson 1
(open-ended topic)
GPS
• ELA 3W1, L
Focus
• The focus is on how to write a persuasive piece. Suggested time for the
lesson: 2 to 3 weeks to complete a persuasive piece.
Desired Outcome
• Your goal is to change the opinion of the reader. To convince or persuade
your audience.
Suggested Materials
• Text – SS and Science
• Different sources of advertisements: Examples: television ads, newspaper
editorials and junk-email correspondence, magazine advertisements

Persuasive Writing Lessons

407

407

Suggested Procedure
Prewriting
•
Introduction: Explain the definition of persuasive writing. Read examples from books,
advertisements, newspapers and junk mail. Talk about what persuasive pieces have in common.
•

Decide on your situation, purpose, audience and mode. (SPAM) Next, decide on the problems
and solutions for your request.

•

Situation: What do you want to happen? What is happening which creates a need to
communicate with others?
–

For example, if you want to be class officer, your situation would be that your class is voting on officers for
you classroom and you must convince your classmate to vote for you.

•

Purpose: What is your central reason for communicating?

•

For example, if your purpose is running for a class office is to convince your classmates that you
are the best choice for a particular office and to persuade them to vote for you.

•

Audience: This is the person or group that you are trying to convince or persuade.
–

•

For example, if you are running for class office, your classmates will be your audience.

Mode: The kind of communication used – determines the format. How are you going to approach
your audience? This might be a letter, advertisement, poster, speech. For example, writing a
speech to convince your classmates to vote for you.

Persuasive Writing Lessons

408

408

Suggested Procedures
Drafting
• Lead: the lead should grab the reader’s attention. It also states your purpose and
clearly defines what your point. There are several ways to do this.
–
–
–
–
–
–

•

Body: Think about why your audience might not grant your request. What problems
will they have with your idea? Why will they say no? Make a list of reasons they
might say no.
–
–

•

Direct statement
Anecdote
Quotation
Dialogue
Statistics
Riddle

Then, decide on how you would convince them to think like you think, want what you want, or
feel like you feel. Propose a solution to the problems by using facts, reasons, experiences,
evidence, statistics, etc. to support your argument.
Combine your problem/solutions to make your point clear to your reader using multiple
paragraphs for your body.

Conclusion: Sum up for your audience the point you are making. The closing lets
the reader know the piece is finished and connects back to the lead and the purpose
again.
Persuasive Writing Lessons

409

409

Lesson 2: Spending and Saving Choices
GPS
• SS3E4 - Describe the costs and benefits of personal spending and saving choices
• ELA 3W1
Focus of the Lesson
• Suggested Time for the Lesson: approximately 2 days
• The student will write a persuasive essay to persuade classmates about the best way
• to spend $100.00.
Suggested Materials
• dry erase board
• chart paper and chart stand
• writing tools: pens, pencils, colored pencils, highlighters, varied sizes and colors of
paper
• overhead projector
• other materials: supply catalogs

Persuasive Writing Lessons

410

410

Suggested Procedures
1. The teacher will read the following announcement:
–

"The PTO has awarded our class $100.00 as "Class of the Month." We need to decide as a
group how we will spend the money. In order to do this each one of you must investigate
possible ways to spend the $100.00 for classroom items and write an essay to persuade
your classmates to use your plan for spending the money.

2. The teacher will ask students to work in collaborative pairs to create a list of possible
items for purchase. Students will share their responses with the class and evaluate
the appropriateness of responses.
3. As a prewriting activity, each student will create a web to indicate what items they will
purchase and reasons why they will purchase these items.
4. Students will draft a multi-paragraph persuasive argument.
5. Revision and editing should occur after students complete the draft.
6. Each student will submit a final draft to the teacher and share the draft orally with
classmates.
7. Students will decide which essays are most convincing and vote to a select a winner.
Persuasive Writing Lessons
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Narrative Writing Lessons

412

412

Lesson 1: Personal Narrative Based on a
Self-Selected Topic
GPS
• ELA 3R3 e, I, p
• ELA 3W1 b, m, n
Focus of Lesson
• Suggested Time for the Lesson: 3 to 4 weeks to complete a personal narrative
• The student will produce a personal narrative based on a self-selected topic. The
focus is on modeling the steps of the writing process.
Suggested Materials
• dry erase board
• chart paper and chart stand
• writing tools: pens, pencils, colored pencils, highlighters, varied sizes and colors of
papers
• overhead projector
• reading selections:
– When I Was Young in the Mountains – Cynthia Rylan
– When the Relatives Came – Cynthia Rylant
– 26th Fairmount Avenue – Tommie de Paola
– Owl Moon – Jane Yolen
• Reference materials: writing handbooks, Quick Word book, dictionaries, thesaurus
Narrative Writing Lesson

413
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Suggested Procedures for Lesson 1
1. The teacher introduces the activity by reading aloud and discussing several of the
books listed or other children’s literature that provides examples of personal
experiences.
2. Read aloud each selection stopping to make text-to-self connections.
3. Select one story; create a story map by modeling for the whole class.
4. Have students work in collaborative pairs to create a story map for another read
aloud selection.
5. The teacher will model the brainstorming process:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use chart paper to create a list of personal memories. (e.g. the day I graduated, the day my
dog ran away)
Students should create a list of personal memories in their writing notebooks.
The teacher models the process for selecting one topic.
Students select a topic from their personal memories with assistance from the teacher.
The teacher models a writing plan using a foldable. The chart paper is folded into three
sections and labeled beginning, middle, and end.
The teacher will model using her selected topic by generating a list of ideas for the
beginning, middle and end of the personal narrative.
Students will create their own list of generated ideas for the beginning, middle and end of
their personal narrative. The teacher will monitor student progress and confer with students
as they create this list.

Narrative Writing Lesson
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Suggested Procedures for Lesson 1
6.

The teacher will model creating a beginning of her personal narrative using chart
paper. Intentionally making errors will provide the teacher with opportunities for
modeling revising and editing at later stages of the lesson. The student will then
create a beginning for this personal narrative. The teacher will monitor student
progress and confer with students as they create this list. Continue this same
process to create the middle and end of the narrative.

7.

Using her personal narrative, the teacher will model several basic revision
strategies such as lining out or using a carat to insert words, phrases, and
sentences. The students then use these revision strategies. The teacher will
monitor student progress and confer with students as they revise.

8.

The teacher will model basic editing strategies such as proofreading for spelling
errors. Student will then proofread for spelling errors.

9.

The teacher will model putting the three parts of the personal narrative together
into a finished product. The student will create his own final draft and the teacher
will monitor student progress and confer with students as they complete their
personal narratives.

Narrative Writing Lesson
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Response to Literature
Lessons

416

416

Lesson 1: Family Stories
GPS
• ELA3W1k: The student demonstrates competency in the writing process. The
student writes a response to literature that demonstrates understanding of the text,
formulates an opinion, and supports a judgment.
Focus of the Lesson
• Desired Outcome: The student’s writing demonstrates how literature relates to
oneself.
•

Suggested Time Line: Provide enough time to expose your students to a variety of
literature focusing on family experiences.

Suggested Materials
• Reading Selections:
–
–
–

•
•

The Relatives Came by Cynthia Rylant (a story about a family reunion)
Owl Moon by Jane Yolen (a story about a father – daughter owling experience)
Sleep Out by Carol and Donald Carrick (a story about a boy camping alone)

Word wall or personal writing notebooks
Writing journals
Response to Literature Lesson
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Suggested Procedures
Part One
• The teacher introduces the idea that family structures vary.
• Teachers and students share their photo albums, individual pictures,
and mementoes.
• Teacher and students tell family stories.
Part Two
• Read chosen stories. Read each story more than once. The first
time without interruptions, the second and/or third time with student
interactions.
• Continue sharing personal family stories; especially those that relate
to the chosen stories read.
• Discuss how the authors use language, voice, etc. (writer’s crafts).
• Write a response to literature tying a family story to one of the
stories read together as a class.
Response to Literature Lesson

418

418

Suggested Procedures
Part Three (Outcomes)
• Option A: The student will write a piece
comparing himself to the main character of
one of the reading selections.
• Option B: The student will choose one of the
reading choices and explain why that
particular story relates to them and their
family.
Response to Literature Lesson
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Contact Information
Jeff Barker, GA Dept. of Education
jbarker@doe.k12.ga.us
Candace Langford, GCA
clangfor@uga.edu
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